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Acknowledgement of Traditional Custodians

The Victorian Government proudly acknowledges Victoria’s Aboriginal 
communities and their rich cultures and pays respect to their Elders 
past, present and emerging. We acknowledge Aboriginal people as 
Australia’s First People and as the Traditional Owners and Custodians 
of the land and water on which we rely. We recognise and value 
the ongoing contribution of Aboriginal people and communities 
to Victorian life and how this enriches us. We embrace the spirit of 
reconciliation and ensuring that Aboriginal voices are heard.

The land, skies and waters that make up Bendigo and its surrounds 
are Dja Dja Wurrung Country.

Victorian Planning Authority’s commitment
The Victorian Planning Authority commits to continuing to improve 
our practices, to better protect and acknowledge Aboriginal values 
and heritage in our plans, precinct structure plans and strategic 
documents.

The protection of tangible and intangible Aboriginal cultural heritage 
is an important part of continuing cultural practice, understanding 
history and recognition of the Traditional Owners of Victoria. 
Commonwealth and State Acts and Regulations provide protection of 
places and areas of Aboriginal cultural heritage significance.

The ultimate custodians of Aboriginal cultural heritage are Traditional 
Owners, including groups formally recognised as Registered 
Aboriginal Parties (RAPs) which are appointed by the Victorian 
Aboriginal Heritage Council under the Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006. 
In 2021 there are 11 RAPs with decision-making responsibilities for 
approximately 74 per cent of Victoria. Traditional Owner Groups 
without formal recognition also have a vital role to play as key 
partners and stakeholders.

Strategic planning for Aboriginal cultural heritage also involves a 
range of different stakeholders including State Government agencies, 
local government, developers, landowners and community groups.

© Victorian Planning Authority, 2023 
Level 25,35 Collins Street, Melbourne VIC 3000 

03 9651 9600  vpa.vic.gov.au

Any information herein is based on reasonable assumptions at the time of 
publication but should not be relied upon without first seeking appropriate 

expert advice. Although every effort has been made to ensure that the 
information in this document is factually correct at the time of publication, 

the VPA does not warrant the accuracy, completeness or relevance of the 
information. Any person using or relying upon this document does so on 

the basis that the State of Victoria shall bear no responsibility or liability 
whatsoever for any errors, faults, defects or omissions in the information.
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Introduction

What was the Vision and Purpose Workshop?
The vision and purpose workshop (the workshop) was held online on 
30 March 2023 and builds on the outcomes of the pitching sessions. 

The pitching report (published March 2023) can be located upon the 
VPA’s webpage and provides additional background and strategic 
context on the project. 

The purpose of the Workshop was:

• To update key stakeholders and landowners on the status of the 
project.

• To provide an overview of what we heard from the pitching sessions.

• To test and explore emerging themes identified through the 
pitching sessions. 

• To test and explore emerging challenges and opportunities 
identified through the pitching sessions. 

• Collect feedback from the workshop to refine the emerging themes 
and prepare priority outcomes, planning objectives, actions and 
a vision for the precinct that will form part of the next phase of 
planning work and technical assessments for the BREP. 

• To outline the next steps for the BREP process.

Outcomes of the workshop have been used to establish an 
overarching vision and set of draft planning objectives for the 
precinct. 

The VPA would like to thank all stakeholders who attended and 
participated. 

To find out more about what activities were undertaken in the 
workshop refer to Appendix 1. 

Purpose of this document
This report summarises what we heard from stakeholders. It also 
documents how this information has been used to develop a vision, 
planning outcomes, planning objectives, actions and the next steps 
in the process of developing a future plan for the BREP. Information 
contained in this report is a continuation of the information and 
findings documented in the BREP Pitching Summary Report. 

Figure 1 Vision and Purpose process
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What we heard 

Who attended the vision and purpose workshop?
Participants at the workshop were the same as those invited for the 
initial pitching sessions, and includes stakeholders representing 
landholdings from the precinct, representatives from state and 
local government agencies, community groups and infrastructure 
providers including:

• Marong Community Action Group 

• City of Greater Bendigo (both as a landowner and municipal 
authority) (CoGB)

• Department of Transport and Planning - Planning Loddon Mallee 

• North Central Catchment Management Authority (NCCMA)

• Environment Protection Authority (EPA) 

• Department of Environment and Climate Action - Forest Fire Region 

• Bendigo Regional Manufacturing Group (BRMG) 

• Be.Bendigo 

• Private Landowners and Developers

• Coliban Water 

• Dja Dja Wurrung Aboriginal Corporation

• NBN Co

Please note that all precinct landowners and their representatives 
were invited to participate in the workshop. 

Plan 1 Context plan
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How participants were involved 
The workshop was run online via Zoom. Different interactive online 
programs were used with the format designed to reflect a typical 
face-to-face workshop. 

The workshop commenced with a brief introduction from the 
VPA on current project status, overview of key emerging themes, 
opportunities and challenges, followed by a series of online interactive 
activities in small break out groups using MURAL and Mentimeter. 

‘MURAL’ is an interactive online platform that facilitates collaborative 
work and sharing of ideas similar to a format that would be used for 
face-to-face workshops. 

Mentimeter, is an online interactive survey program, was also used to 
give participants additional opportunities to provide comments and 
feedback. 

The workshop was structured around further exploring the following 
emerging themes identified in the pitching sessions:

• Theme 1: Economic development opportunities to support future 
jobs.

• Theme 2: Create a safe and sustainable movement and transport 
network.

• Theme 3: Manage water and drainage needs and enhance 
biodiversity.

• Theme 4: Ensure an appropriate and sustainable framework for 
future development.

• Theme 5: Respect and enhance the existing character, landscape, 
and heritage values.

The following time allocation and agenda was used to facilitate the 
Workshop:   

• A 30-minute presentation by the VPA, which acknowledged the 
country, introduced the precinct, provided an overview of the 
pitching sessions, and outlined the day’s objectives and rules of 
engagement. 

• 45 minutes was allocated for Activity 1 where participants used 
Mural to further explore the emerging themes identified from the 
pitching sessions. 

• 45 minutes was allocated to Activity 2 where participates further 
exploring the issues and opportunities identified from the pitching 
sessions 

• The final five minutes were used to conclude the workshop and 
discuss next steps of the project.  

There was a total of three breakout groups who worked through the 
two activities. Each group had facilitators from the VPA and technical 
experts to support. Participants were evenly distributed into breakout 
rooms, and with guidance from facilitators and key prompts were able 
to utilise Mural to actively contribute to meaningful discussion on the 
above activities. 

The MURAL outputs capture comments and ideas raised by 
participants for each workshop activity (from each break out group). 
The comments represent discussion on the emerging themes, the 
Issues and Challenges Plan and Opportunities and Innovations Plan 
and do not represent elements with any finality. See Appendix 1 for 
snapshots of the comments captured during the MURAL workshops in 
each breakout group.

A series of questions from Mentimeter were also asked through the 
workshop. Responses were displayed live and were generally short 
answer or questions with a scaled response. See Appendix 2 for the 
results from the Mentimeter questions.
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Emerging theme development 

The vision and purpose workshop progressed five themes that 
emerged from the pitching sessions, including: 

1 Employment and land use

2 Transport

3 Water and environment

4 Sustainability

5 Character, landscape and heritage values

The proceeding sections of this report further explore these themes in 
response to what we heard as part of the workshop.

Each theme section covers: 

• Priority outcomes: These are key stakeholder outcomes that were 
identified from the workshop in relation to each theme for delivery 
by the VPA through the BREP plan or by others. 

• Planning objectives: These adapt priority outcomes into planning 
objectives for delivery by the VPA through the BREP plan or by 
others. 

• Relevant policy: Outlines relevant policy associated with each 
theme.

• Actions*: Outline what the next steps are for the VPA or others to 
further explore and deliver on the priority outcomes, objectives and 
actions for discussion at the upcoming co-design workshop. 

• Vision element: Outlines the refined emerging themes based upon 
outcomes of the workshop that will be used to inform the vision that 
will be further tested at the upcoming co-design workshop.

* Please note delivery of any actions that sit beyond the BREP planning process 
as identified in the emerging themes section are advisory and will be subject to 
the determination of others.
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Emerging theme 1 Employment and land use 
Economic development opportunities to support future jobs

Priority outcomes 
Stakeholders have identified the following planning priority outcomes 
for the BREP.

1 To prepare a plan for BREP that will facilitate delivery of a 
regionally significant employment precinct that will attract new 
and existing business to the area. 

2 The plan and planning controls should not restrict delivery of 
supporting ancillary uses for business and could supplement 
existing uses within Marong Township. 

3 The plan should be supported by staging considerations that align 
with employment land use demand, infrastructure capacity and 
opportunities for transitional land uses. 

4 Planning controls chosen for BREP should allow for flexibility in 
future employment use types (within reason given proximity to 
residential areas of Marong). 

Other priority outcomes that sit beyond the BREP planning process 
that will need to be championed by others include: 

1 Business attraction to BREP should capitalise upon its regional 
advantages including new market trends and its location upon the 
state freight network adjacent to the Calder Alternative and Calder 
and Wimmera Highways. 

2 New employment and investment opportunities should be made 
available to businesses big and small with an aim of diversifying 
types of business that establish in the precinct including 
opportunities for educational/research institutions, business 
incubators, tourism, and expansion of Dja Dja Wurrung enterprise. 

3 The role of BREP and other employment precincts in Bendigo such 
as the Marong Business Park should be made clear through local 
policy. 

Planning objectives 
Priority planning outcomes have been translated into the following 
key objectives.

1 Deliver a plan and planning controls that are flexible enough to 
attract a range of industries and commercial opportunities (large 
to small) including ancillary uses. 

2 Deliver a plan that features complementary land uses and worker 
amenities that make the precinct a desirable place to work in and 
benefits the adjoining Marong community. 

3 Deliver a plan that supports coordinated land release (staging) 
in line with demand and infrastructure outcomes (i.e., transport 
infrastructure and utilities supply delivered in line precinct 
development). 

4 Deliver planning controls that promote and enable a diversity of 
lot sizes, built form outcomes and business types while protecting 
adjoining existing and future sensitive land uses such as 
residential areas. 

Other objectives that sit beyond the BREP planning process include:

1 Preparation of an employment prospectus that targets a range of 
industry and business from Bendigo and abroad to invest in the 
precinct. 

2 Explore objectives as set within their Dhelkunya Dja Dja Dja 
Wurrung Country Plan 2014-2034 to embed future enterprise 
opportunities for the Dja Dja Wurrung as part of future 
development.  

3 Review and update the Greater Bendigo Industrial Land 
Development Strategy to recognise BREP and its place within 
Bendigo’s employment precinct hierarchy.
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Relevant policy
Direction within relevant policy that will also inform the plan for the 
BREP includes: 

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 

• Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: New Communities in 
Victoria 

• Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme:

• Clause 17.01 – Employment 

• Clause 1702 – Commercial

• Clause 17.03 - Industry

Actions 
To explore and deliver upon the planning outcomes and objectives for 
BREP, the VPA will undertake the following technical analysis that will 
shape the plan outcomes. 

1 Undertake an economic impact assessment that: 

• Determines future employment profile for the precinct. 

• Determines industrial land demand and how staging of the 
precinct should be determined based upon supply and market 
demand. 

• Determines what development characteristics best supports 
attraction and development of industries within the future 
employment profile i.e. lot sizes, amenities, infrastructure, 
services and planning controls. 

• Determine the appropriate provision of amenities to support 
future employees of the precinct. 

• Determine appropriate land use plan and planning control 
response to deliver upon finding and recommended outcomes. 

2 Undertake a land capability assessment that: 

• Determine existing and potential land use constraints, such 
as land contamination, industrial buffers etc that may pose 
environmental risk and amenity issues for new development of 
the precinct. 

• Determine potential reverse amenity consideration that may 
need to be factored into future precinct design and planning 
controls to protect existing and future sensitive uses i.e. 
residential uses. 

• Identify what further technical assessment if any is required 
to explore amenity considerations to protect sensitive uses 
adjoining the precinct i.e. buffers and permit level assessments 
for any airborne emissions. 

• Determine appropriate planning control response to deliver 
recommended outcomes. 

• Work with the EPA as part of preparation of the assessment and 
its recommendations.

Technical information will be made available and used to prepare a 
draft plan for further discussion as part of the co-design workshop 
with stakeholders. 

To deliver upon priority outcomes and objectives that sit beyond the 
BREP process the following actions have been identified. 

1 CoGB consider working with their economic development team 
and other agencies to develop an employment prospectus for 
BREP. 

2 CoGB to continue to work with the Dja Dja Wurrung via their 
existing forums to embed opportunities to deliver upon Dhelkunya 
Dja Dja Dja Wurrung Country Plan 2014-2034 objectives through 
the future stages of development of the precinct. 

3 CoGB to monitor and manage the hierarchy of employment land 
demand within Bendigo’s as part of the Greater Bendigo Industrial 
Land Demand Strategy periodic revisions. 
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Vision element 
The future vision should position BREP in the following manner: 

• A leading edge regionally significant employment precinct that 
harnesses diverse and long-term employment opportunities with 
flow on benefits to the neighbouring Marong Township and broader 
Loddon-Mallee region. 
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Emerging theme 2 Transport
Create a safe and sustainable movement and transport network

Priority outcomes
Stakeholders have identified the following planning priority outcomes 
for the BREP. 

1 The future road network should deliver improved safety outcomes 
for all users including, freight vehicles, private vehicles, walking, 
cycling and public transport and provide new connections into the 
existing Marong Township. 

2 The transport network for the precinct should consider staging 
and cost associated with delivery of required infrastructure i.e. new 
intersections to support access for new development. 

3 The transport network for BREP should avoid areas of cultural and 
environmental significance. 

4 The alignment of the potential new freight corridor around Marong 
needs to be understood and factored into the design and staging 
of the internal road network for BREP. 

Other priority outcomes that sit beyond the BREP planning process 
that will need to be championed by others include: 

1 Encouraging the use of electric vehicles and supporting 
infrastructure as part of future development within BREP. 

2 BREP should consider opportunities to connect into the 
discontinued railway line that runs through Marong. 

Planning objectives
Priority planning outcomes have been translated into the following 
key objectives.

1 Deliver an integrated transport network that connects existing and 
planned land uses, improves safety, and delivers a logical street 
network that considers all street users, including pedestrians, 
cyclists, cars, public transport and heavy vehicles. 

2 Deliver a coordinated infrastructure response that considers 
potential precinct staging and collection of funding to support 
delivery. 

3 Deliver a future integrated transport network that protects and 
avoids areas of key cultural and environmental significance.

4 Deliver a road network that integrates with the future freight 
arterial connection around the Marong Township. 

Other objectives that sit beyond the BREP process include: 

1 Future development should consider the provision of electric 
vehicle infrastructure in line with state and CoGB policy. 

2 Any potential for a rail connection to BREP must be determined 
by Department of Transport and Planning (DTP) via strategic 
transport investigations. 

Relevant policy
Direction within relevant policy that will also inform the future plan 
for the BREP includes: 

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 

• Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: New Communities in 
Victoria 

• Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme: 

• Clause 18.01 - Land Use and Transport

• Clause 18.02 – Movement Networks
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Actions 
To explore and deliver upon the planning outcomes and objectives for 
BREP, the VPA will undertake the following technical analysis that will 
inform the plan outcomes for BREP. 

1 Prepare an integrated transport assessment that: 

• Establishes existing and future demands on the current 
transport network. 

• Identifies active (walking, cycling) and public (bus) transport 
options that connect the precinct and surrounding 
neighbourhoods. 

• Investigates staging options for the development of the 
transport network and infrastructure. 

• Explores catalysts for electric vehicle infrastructure delivery in 
the precinct to be considered by CoGB into the future. 

• Identifies what key transport infrastructure will need to be 
delivered and funded to unlock the precinct.

• Recommends the most appropriate future road network and 
infrastructure requirements for the precinct in response to the 
above. 

2 Continue to work with Department of Transport and Planning - 
Transport (DTP-T) to understand their process to investigate and 
determine need and potential future corridor options for a new 
freight connection around Marong.

Technical information will be made available and used to prepare a 
draft plan for further discussion as part of the co-design workshop 
with stakeholders.

To deliver upon priority outcomes and objectives that sit beyond the 
BREP process the following actions have been identified. 

1 CoGB to consider working with future developers to encourage 
delivery of electric vehicle infrastructure via the permit process. 

2 DTP-T to consider undertaking strategic transport investigations to 
determine potential for new rail connection opportunities for BREP 
if required by future industry needs. 

Vision element 
The future vision should position BREP in the following manner: 

• Being based upon an integrated transport network that will 
facilitate safe and efficient connects for all users including freight, 
workers and the Marong Community, capitalising upon its strategic 
location upon the declared freight network for Victoria.
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Emerging theme 3 Water and environment
Manage water and drainage needs and enhance biodiversity

Priority outcomes
Stakeholders have identified the following planning priority outcomes 
for the BREP. 

1 BREP should plan holistically for flooding and stormwater drainage 
management in the precinct, this includes mitigating any offsite or 
downstream impacts created by new development. 

2 BREP should explore and deliver pathways for integrated water 
management such as blue-green infrastructure, passive watering 
and other means to mitigate climate change impacts. 

3 The drainage strategy for BREP should consider staging and costs 
associated with delivery of required infrastructure i.e. new drainage 
infrastructure to support development in the future precinct. 

4 The future for BREP should protect and restore waterways and 
tributaries within the precinct and integrate them with new open 
space. 

5 The plan for BREP should mitigate against bushfire risk. 

6 The plan for BREP should protect existing areas of vegetation 
and enhance biodiversity including retaining existing high value 
vegetation, such as roadside trees. 

7 Existing areas of significance such as the Wilsons Hill Bushland 
Reserve and existing clusters of native vegetation should be 
protected and not impacted by future development. 

Other priority outcomes that sit beyond the BREP planning process 
that will need to be championed by others include: 

1 Embed cultural practices for future natural hazard management, 
waterway health and biodiversity restoration. 

Planning objectives 
Priority planning outcomes have been translated into the following 
key objectives.

1 Deliver a holistic approach to flooding and stormwater drainage 
management in the precinct. 

2 Deliver integrated water management outcomes that respond to 
key challenges of the precinct. 

3 Deliver a coordinated infrastructure response that considers 
potential precinct staging and collection of funding to support 
delivery. 

4 Deliver integrated drainage and open space outcomes as part of 
the plan. 

5 Deliver a plan that responds to bushfire risk through its design and 
planning controls. 

6 Deliver a plan that protects and restores habitat, native vegetation 
and overall improved biodiversity outcomes in the precinct. 

7 Deliver a plan that protects existing areas of vegetation from 
encroachment or impacts of future development. 

Other objectives that sit beyond the BREP process include: 

1 Establish opportunities for objectives as set within their Dhelkunya 
Dja Dja Dja Wurrung Country Plan 2014-2034 to be realised at the 
development stage, including establishing cultural management 
practices for future land management practices. 
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Relevant policy
Direction within relevant policy that will also inform the future plan 
for the BREP includes:

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 

• Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: New Communities in 
Victoria 

• Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme: 

• Clause 12.01 Biodiversity

• Clause 12.03 Water Bodies and Wetlands

• Clause 12.05 Significant Environment and Landscapes

• Clause 13.03 Floodplains

• Clause 14.02 Water

Actions 
To explore and deliver upon the planning outcomes and objectives for 
BREP, the VPA will undertake the following technical analysis that will 
inform the plan outcomes for BREP. 

1 Prepare a Drainage and Integrated Water Management 
assessment that: 

• Establishes existing flooding and drainage risks for the precinct. 

• Develops the most appropriate drainage solutions to manage 
existing issues and any issues created by future development 
of the precinct, including factoring in climate change impacts 
created by increased rainfall and flooding events. 

• Explores and proposes integrated water management solutions 
to improve drainage outcomes for the precinct. 

• Identifies required infrastructure and staging to align with future 
staging and development of the precinct. 

• Identifies what key transport infrastructure will need to be 
delivered and funded to unlock the precinct.

2 Undertake bushfire assessment that: 

• Determine existing bushfire threat for the precinct. 

• Identifies appropriate mitigation and management strategies 
to be bult into the future design of the precinct or planning 
controls. 

• Is informed by input from the CFA as part of preparation of the 
assessment and its recommendations. 

3 Prepare a flora and fauna assessment that: 

• Establishes existing flora and fauna species of state and federal 
significance that have the potential to be within the precinct. 

• Establishes likelihood and value of existing flora and fauna 
habitat in the precinct. 

• Undertakes targeted surveys to establish existence of potential 
flora and fauna species within the precinct. 

• Proposes protection strategies for identified flora and fauna 
species. 

4 Prepare an arborist assessment that: 

• Surveys existing trees in and immediately adjacent the precinct. 

• Establishes high value trees for retention. 

• Provides recommendations to inform the future retention of 
trees within the precinct. 

Technical information will be made available and used to prepare a 
draft plan for further discussion as part of the co-design workshop 
with stakeholders.

To deliver upon priority outcomes and objectives that sit beyond the 
BREP process the following actions have been identified. 

1 CoGB to consider using existing partnerships and governance 
arrangements with the Dja Dja Wurrung upon Traditional Owner 
practices that could be embedded in the future environmental 
management practices for the precinct for waterway, bushfire 
hazard and biodiversity.
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Vision element
The future vision should position BREP in the following manner: 

1 A future precinct that delivers an integrated water and drainage 
strategy to manage existing and potential impact created by new 
development that factors in climate change impacts.

2 A precinct that protects and enhance significant native vegetation 
and biodiversity values and improved ecological outcomes. 
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Emerging theme 4 Sustainable development framework 
Ensure an appropriate and sustainable framework for future development

Priority outcomes
Stakeholders have identified the following planning priority outcomes 
for the BREP. 

1 The plan for BREP and planning controls should be designed to 
support best practice and innovative sustainable urban layout and 
design outcomes, such as solar orientation, streetscape design and 
built form design guidelines.

2 Explore utility strategies that will support reduced reliance upon 
conventional utility grids and encourage alternative servicing 
opportunities. 

3 The plan for BREP should not restrict delivery of circular economy 
or net zero emissions outcomes into the future. 

Other priority outcomes that sit beyond the BREP planning process 
that will need to be championed by others include: 

1 Support recognised sustainability assessment tools to 
enable systematic adoption of best practice approaches to 
environmentally sustainable development and management for 
the precinct.

Planning objectives 
Priority outcomes have been translated into objectives to drive plan 
outcomes for BREP. 

1 Deliver a plan and planning controls that embed appropriate 
environmentally sustainable design and climate resilient objectives 
into the urban structure, streetscapes, and design guidelines. 

2 Deliver an urban structure and streetscape design that cater for 
changing service delivery methods and models i.e. recycled water 
supply, solar energy etc. 

3 Deliver an urban structure and planning controls that will assist in 
supporting circular economy outcomes, as set within the Loddon 
Mallee Circular Economy Plan, and opportunities for Bendigo 
Council’s net zero emissions aspirations.

Other objectives that sit beyond the BREP process include: 

1 Monitoring and management of sustainability initiatives and 
performance by recognised sustainability assessment tools.

Relevant policy
Direction within relevant policy that will also inform the future plan 
for the BREP includes: 

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 

• Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: New Communities in 
Victoria 

• Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme:

• 13.01 Climate Change Impacts

• 13.02 Bushfire

• 13.03 Floodplains

• 15.01 Built Environment

Actions 
To explore and deliver upon the planning outcomes and objectives for 
BREP, the VPA will undertake the following technical analysis that will 
inform the plan outcomes for BREP. 

1 Prepare a sustainable precinct assessment that: 

• Undertakes a literature and site assessment to determine most 
appropriate environmentally sustainable design and other 
sustainability opportunities to be explored for the precinct. 

• Identifies opportunities and goals for the precinct either for 
inclusion within the precinct plan (as appropriate) or the be 
separately pursued outside of planning with relevant stakeholders. 

• Explore how future planning controls can assist Bendigo Council 
in delivering upon net zero emissions aspirations. 

• Determine an appropriate planning control response to deliver 
recommended outcomes. 
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2 Undertake a utilities assessment that: 

• Determines existing services and capacity. 

• Identifies any potential capacity implications created due to 
servicing requirements of BREP and how these will be mitigated. 

• Outlines servicing staging in line with development. 

• Explores alternative servicing strategies to reduce reliance and 
demand upon conventional services. 

• Identifies opportunities and goals for the precinct to either 
include within the plan or for relevant stakeholders to pursue 
outside of the planning system. 

• Determine appropriate plan, cross section and planning control 
response to deliver recommended outcomes. 

• Work with services providers as part of the preparation of the 
assessment and its recommendations. 

Technical information will be made available and used to prepare a 
draft plan for further discussion as part of the co-design workshop 
with stakeholders.

To deliver upon priority outcomes and objectives that sit beyond the 
BREP process the following actions will need to be explored by others: 

1 CoGB to consider adoption of specific accreditation and 
monitoring tools to embed and manage future sustainable 
outcomes for the precinct.  

Vision element
The future vision should position BREP in the following manner: 

1 Creating a sustainable and climate resilient precinct, that 
encouraging adoption of best practice environmentally sustainable 
design and circular economy outcomes that can be measured and 
monitored to ensure continual adherence and improvement. 
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Emerging theme 5 Character, landscape and heritage
Respect and enhance the existing character, landscape and heritage values 

Priority outcomes
Stakeholders have identified the following planning priority outcomes 
for the BREP. 

1 The plan for BREP should maintain and build upon key natural 
characteristics and features such as waterways, vegetation and 
significant views to connect the precinct into the landscape and 
the township. 

2 The plan should aim to protect the rural character and feel of Marong. 

3 Ensure a high quality and attractive entry or ‘gateway’ to the 
Marong township. 

4 Deliver streetscapes that maximise the feel of open space through 
wider nature strips and tree canopy cover. 

5 The plan should protect and celebrate places of aboriginal cultural 
heritage significance. 

6 The plan should protect and celebrate places of post-contact 
historical heritage significance. 

Planning objectives 
Priority outcomes have been translated into objectives to drive plan 
outcomes for BREP. 

1 Deliver a plan for BREP that celebrates the existing character and 
landscape of Marong and sensitively integrates with the existing 
Marong Township.

2 Deliver built form and landscape design guidelines to ensure future 
development within BREP captures and protects Marong’s unique 
rural character. 

3 Deliver a plan that identifies area of specific gateway treatment.

4 Deliver street cross sections that respond to the nature of the 
precinct and deliver high visual amenity. 

5 Deliver a plan that responds to opportunities for both tangible and 
intangible cultural heritage integration and application in line with 
Dhelkunya Dja Dja Dja Wurrung Country Plan 2014-2034 and other 
relevant policy and guidelines. 

6 Deliver a plan that protects and integrates places of historical 
heritage significance. 

Relevant policy
Direction within relevant policy that will also inform the future plan 
for the BREP includes: 

• Plan Melbourne 2017-2050 

• Heritage Act 2017

• Aboriginal Heritage Act 2006 and Aboriginal Heritage Regulations 
2018

• Precinct Structure Planning Guidelines: New Communities in Victoria 

• Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme:

• Clause 12.05 Significant Environments and Landscapes

• Clause 15.01 Built Environment

• Clause 15.03 Heritage
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Actions 
To explore and deliver upon the planning outcomes and objectives for 
BREP, the VPA will undertake the following technical analysis that will 
inform the plan outcomes for BREP. 

1 Prepare a landscape and visual impact Assessment that: 

• Assesses and defines the existing landscape character of the 
area. 

• Proposes protection, integration, and design strategies to guide 
the future plan and planning controls. 

• Proposes options for future landscape design guidelines for the 
precinct where possible. 

• Prepare an Aboriginal cultural heritage impact assessment and 
cultural values assessment that: 

• Includes a literature and site assessment to determine cultural 
heritage existence in the precinct, both tangible and intangible 
values. 

• Proposes protection, integration, and design strategies that the 
plan for the precinct should respond to. 

• Determines appropriate planning control response to deliver 
recommended outcomes. 

• Ensures findings are built into future design guidelines for the 
precinct where possible. 

• Additionally consider Dja Dja Wurrung Country Plan objectives 
through other elements of the technical assessment and 
planning for the precinct such as environment, climate resilience 
and water. 

• The VPA will continue to work in partnership with the Dja Dja 
Wurrung through the preparation of the future precinct plan and 
technical assessment. 

2 Prepare a historical heritage assessment that: 

• Includes a literature and site assessment to determine historical 
heritage existence in the precinct. 

• Proposes protection, integration, and design strategies that the 
plan for the precinct should respond to respond to.

• Determines appropriate planning control response to deliver 
recommended outcomes. 

• Ensures findings are built into future planning controls and 
design guidelines for the precinct where possible. 

Technical information will be made available and used to prepare a 
draft plan for further discussion as part of the co-design workshop 
with stakeholders.

Vision element
The future vision should position BREP in the following manner: 

1 As a precinct that enhances the existing landscape and visual 
character of Marong to seamlessly integrate with its surrounding 
community. 

2 As a precinct that protects and celebrates cultural values 
associated with the Dja Dja Wurrung and other historical heritage 
places and provides opportunities to weave their history into future 
development within BREP. 
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Emerging vision

The BREP will become a regionally 
significant employment precinct, 
capitalising upon its strategic location on 
the declared freight network for Victoria. 
It will provide opportunities for new and 
existing industries to locate within a 
new modern, leading-edge employment 
precinct with a high amenity environment. 

The BREP will develop over time 
in sequence with industrial land 
demand, infrastructure delivery and 
utility servicing capacity, providing 
flexibility for the precinct to respond to 
changing market and industry needs. 

New development within BREP and the 
Marong Township will harmoniously exist 
through the delivery of appropriately 
placed land uses supported by amenity 
controls to ensure that existing and future 
residents and business can co-exist. 

The new road network and intersections 
delivered to support the BREP 
will facilitate safe and efficient 
connections for all users and be 
delivered in line with consider of the 
future potential new freight corridor 
connections around Marong. 

A new active transport network will 
be delivered to connect people into 
the Marong Township and beyond, 
providing a safe environment that 
encourages pedestrians and cyclists. 

BREP will deliver a holistic approach to 
manage flooding and drainage needs for 
the precinct by embedding integrated 
water management solutions and 
ensuring no increase to impacts off site. 

Significant native vegetation and 
biodiversity values will be retained, and 
habitat and canopy cover increased 
through street trees, landscaping 
and design of new open space, 
overall supporting urban cooling and 
improved ecological outcomes. 

BREP will become a leader in sustainable 
best practice outcomes for employment 
precincts in Victoria. It will establish 
this by setting a high environmentally 
sustainable development standard 
and championing circular economy 
and net zero emission outcomes. 

The rural character and feel of 
Marong will be reflected through a 
high-quality public realm, landscape 
and urban design outcomes.

The precinct will embed and celebrate 
cultural and historical heritage features, 
opening new opportunities to embed 
cultural management practices, 
enterprise and celebrate the areas past. 

Based upon the emerging themes, priority 
outcomes, planning objectives identified 
through the workshop the following working 
vision has been drafted.

The emerging vision should not be 
considered final and will continue to be 
refined as part of the upcoming phases of 
the process. 
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Plan 2 Emerging Vision Plan
0 0.5 1 1.5km

Delivery of high amenity 
street cross sections.

Determination of the right 
mix of employment and 
other supporting land uses. 

Determination of appropriate 
precinct staging and 
supporting planning controls. 

Protection of significant 
roadside vegetation and 
nature reserves. 

Integration with proposed 
Marong Growth Areas and 
established township 

Management of sensitive 
interfaces with existing and 
proposed residential areas.

Investigation of Marong freight 
corridor alignment within the 
area. 

Identification of safe 
connections for walking and 
cycling. 

Support ESD design standards 
and opportunities for 
innovative design solutions. 

Determine bushfire risk 
and management 
requirements. 

Opportunities for waterway 
enhancement and  green 
corridor connection. 

Precinct and township 
gateway design opportunities. 

Determine flood risk and 
Integrated Water Management / 
drainage solutions.

Protection of rural 
character of Marong.

Opportunities for Aboriginal 
cultural land management into 
the future. 

Coordinated infrastructure 
delivery in line with demand. 

Protection and integration of 
places of cultural and historical 
heritage significance.

Precinct boundary

Proposed Marong growth areas

Marong township

Open space

water bodies

Parcel boundary

Sensitive interface

Walking & cycling

Plan 2 EMERGING VISION PLAN 
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Co-design workshop
The next step in the BREP process is the co-design phase (refer to 
Figure 2). The workshop will be held either online or in-person. All 
stakeholders that participated in the pitching sessions, vision and 
purpose workshop and precinct landowners will be invited to attend.

Further information on these sessions will be provided by the VPA 
BREP project team via email to stakeholders later in the year. 

Technical reports update 
A number of technical studies have been commissioned to support 
early planning for the BREP through identification of land capability 
constraints and to support any early planning decisions. 

Phase 1 Technical Reports include:

• Land Capability Assessment (i.e. contamination, geology, hydrology)

• Arboriculture Assessment 

• Flora and Fauna Assessment (biodiversity)

• Cultural Heritage Impact Assessment and Cultural Values 
Assessment

• Historical Heritage Assessment 

• Sustainable Precinct Assessment 

• Utility Servicing Assessment

• Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment 

• Drainage and Integrated Water Management Assessment 

NOVEMBER - 
DECEMBER 

2022

CURRENT PHASE

MARCH
2023

MID
2023

PHASE
1

JULY
2022

Pre-commencement

PHASE
2

PHASE
3

PHASE
4

Co-design:
pitching sessions

Co-design:
vision & purpose

Co-design:
place-based plan

Next steps

The commencement of Phase 2 technical reports will be undertaken 
progressively in line with need and timing of the co-design workshop. 
These assessments are based upon the actions of this report. 

Phase 2 Technical reports include (subject to change based upon 
outcomes of co-design workshop):

• Integrated Transport Assessment

• Industrial Buffer and Amenity Assessment 

• Economic Impacts Assessment 

• Bushfire Assessment 

• Infrastructure Design and Costings Assessment 

• Land Valuation Assessment

Figure 2 BREP Co-design process overview
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Vision and Purpose Workshop Mural boards
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ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Street design to

consider space

and design for

urban tree

canopy

Protect existing town

heritage and

character by

planning for the

arterial roads to

bypass and protect

the town

How the site interacts

with surrounds will be key

consideration for Dja Dja

Wurrung. "Healing

Country" can be applied

as a design principle as

with CommGames and

other recent projects

There are some

visual representations

of how Marong Road

and High Street might

look within the

Marong Township

Plan.

It might be a

chance to focus

on native veg,

rather than

profile others

interventions

Protection of

existing trees,

particularly in

roadsides

Identification of

heritage and

ensuring design

preserves/conserves

and celebrates

heritage within

precinct

Marong township

has unique rural

feel.  Would be

great to keep

that 

There is a heritage

site immediately

outside the

precinct across the

Calder Highway.

Cultural Values,

including trade/

transport routes,

will be

considered in

CHIA

Protect character

of original

township by

ensuring bypass of

freight vehicles

around the town.

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

Opportunity for

landuses requiring

separation from

residential to be

located in teh west

away from

residential

Bendigo needs an

industrial precinct to

meet the demands -

cater for existing

demands, plus

attraction of new

businesses.

Role to provide local

industrial, service

business and

commercial land

resource to support

progressive

development

Role as a long

term industry

land resource

for the Bendigo

region.

Need for additional

technical work in

determining what

the long term needs

for the precinct

mean in terms of lot

sizes.

Calder Highway is a

strategic highway within

Victoria, has been

upgraded with

Ravenswood interchange.

Intersection of the Calder

and Wimmera is a strategic

location which provides a

beneficial location.

Generally supporting

business growth

opportunities and

expansion for local

businesses, attracting

new business to the

region.

Theres a misconception that

if you build it they will come -

works to an extent but

predominately these estates

will attract businesses

already in the area that need

to expand. The precinct won't

be driven solely by new

business but by expanding

local business. 

There is some demand for

larger lots but not nearly as

significant as expected - need

to consider a range of lot sizes

that meet market demand.

There is a shortage of land

within Bendigo which is

stopping smaller local business

from expanding - they are not in

need of 3ha lots but smaller

lots.

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Plan for an arterial

route for medium to

longer term delivery

to protect the

existing town from

truck and larger

volume road traffic

Imagine that the

pedestrian and cycling

opportunities would be

for people going to/

from BREP, not

commuter or

recreational through

traffic.

Need to plan a contemporary

future facing employment

precinct with connecting bike

and pedestrian paths - not

just having active transport at

the periphery - and places

with open space canopy

cover for workers to use

during breaks.

In support of intention as

an "employment precinct",

the design should focus

on needs of workers and

tenants - tree shade,

natural settings to move

out of office … not look

like hard industrial site.

Great opportunity

to provide strong

walking and

cycling links from

Marong into BREP

Opportunity for

early delivery of

land supply to

develop from the

existing road

network

Need to think of what

type of industry will

be attracted to the

precinct and how this

dictates what the

specific needs of the

precinct are.

Refer to the Safe Systems

philosophies - speeds,

behaviour, vehciles and

design.I assume movement

will be vehciles based, not

catering for pedestrian and

cyclists - I think that should

exist beyond the precinct.

Thinking about climate

change and environment

overall - not knowing

what the industrial

element will look like -

need to consider EV and

the supporting

infrastructure required for

this.

Is there any research

on larger distribution

warehousing to locate

here rather than say

north/west Melbourne

or establish as hub-

node models?

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Opportunity to

protect all existing

roadside vegetation

as a key character

element of the vison

Consider

retaining some

treed roadsides

for cycle paths to

protect trees as a

greenway

Retaining significant

trees as key features,

consider integration

with active transport

i.e. as part of a

protected cycling

corridor.

Biodiveristy - The site

to have a significant

biodiversity barrier to

create a "soft" edge

to the surrounding

environment

Would open space on

a precinct sit with a

body corporate or

Council?  If it sat with

Council, likely need to

think about minimising

Council's maintenance

liabilities/obligations.

Opportunity for

water treatment

plant to provide

IWM outcome at

a more strategic

level

Opportunity for new

servicing infrastructure

particularly sewer to

be planned in step

with BREP to provide

innovative IWM/

servicing outcomes.

There is a requirement when

constructing factories to include

a significant amount of water

retention on site - which is quite

expensive from a development

standpoint. If there was a way

to reduce this need by having a

retention basin on site it could

make building in the precinct

cheaper.

Ensure wetlands can

be progressively

delivered in an

affordable maner to

avoid major cost

impacts

Looking at opportunities

to utilise retention for

public open space,

especially through

providing wetlands

(designed to 1% AEP

event) to provide positive

amenity outcomes.

Concepts like

Wanyarram Dhelk

(refer Bendigo

Creek, ponds,

wetlands etc) to

connect the site with

waterways

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

Sustainable

buidling

methods and

materials

Opportunity

for roof top

solar farm. 

ensure infrastructure

support current and

future sustaibale

needs - Solar/

Batteries/EV

Charging, Water

retention etc

consideration

of bikes/e-

bikes as form

as

transportation

Need to lobby for

early investment for

servicing

infrastructure -

particularly the noted

investment required

by Coliban Water.

Planning and

application of

nbn Business

Fibre Zone

Buildings  could

incorporate

solar panels

and large water

tanks 

Landscape could

be designed with

the layouts to

ensure a greener

cooler site

Potential to

explore community

battery/industrial

battery? Previously

raised in pitching

sessions.

Understanding is there

has been a recent shift

in alignment for the

transmission easement

- likely will be further

west and will be

bypassing Bendigo.

City of Casey have

some good

employment urban

design guidelines that

suit the smaller scale

industrial uses/layouts.

Something like this

could be good in

BREP.

Dja Dja Wurrung

Renewable Energy

Strategy would

support the

opportunity to plan

for emerging

technologies

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

Think of the precinct in terms of

what the average mum and dad

business can afford - lot sizes

around 2000m2 are quite

affordable for this range of

business. There is a strong

demand for industrial land

which is having a negative

affect on affordability.

BREP to help

assist in

establishing

Marong as a

Tourist Hub

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 1

Facilitator: Gareth Hately

Scribe: Lachlan Buck

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

Have looked at eastern

waterway/tributary - options

are to have a lagrer wetland,

outfall to north will be tricky.

Another option would be to

have 2 retarding basins on

either side of creek near

Wimmera Hwy and another 2

back up the creek on Council

land.

Gas is only typically required

in food manufacturing - as

Bendigo isn't a major food

producer like other regional

cities it is likely that a no gas

approach may be more

suitable in BREP than in

other locations.

From a connectivity

standpoint, the area is

currently zoned Fixed

Wireless, if not

addressed prior to

development it is likely

to stay that way - like

Ballarat West has. 

Opportunity

to retain

existing

trees at

interfaces

Could the train

line be revived/

extended for

Employee

transport?

Specialist

paths would

be requried

Calder is East/

West and

unsafe for

cycling in

peak times

Cultural Heritage

Impact

Assessment to

consider tangible

and intangible

values

Option for retention to be

provided within precinct,

but also an option for

retention to be located

outside the precinct on

other side of Wimmera

Hwy.. Need to optimise so

it works for staging for all

landowner parties.

As the highest priority, we

need to protect the

integrity of the industrial

precinct.  We need to

make sure there is an

adequate distance/buffer

between the industrial

precinct and any sensitive

land use.

sustaniable

transport

consdierations -

cycle to work - EV

considerations -

connecting paths

and infrastructure

Open Space is

important and

needs to be

identified and

linked to overall

design outcomes

Look at

alternatives and

more sustainable

utilities options

via servicing

assessment.

A goal in Bendigo's

sustainability strategy is to

allow for no gas

development by 2030 - this

is predominately for

residential. Need to have

talks with potential

businesses to determine if

no gas is achievable in

BREP.Given sustainability

aspirations, would gas-

free be possible? Need

to consider practical

considerations of this

from an industrial

business operations

perspective.

Consider costs of

servicing

infrastructure in

terms of bringing

gass connections

in.

Key considerations for

facilitating industrial uses:

- Access to ample power supply

- typically a significant

obstruction for manufacturers

etc.

- Need access to suitable roads

for freight access - cross

sections need to be able to

accomodate b-doubles.

DTP would likely be

opposed to direct

interfacing onto

arterials - likely

would require

service roads.

Understand

proposed strategic

plan for retaill,

education and health

infrastructure within

and surrounding the

precinct 

20,000 vpd would

trigger the need for

a duplicated road

with service roads

(like Calder Highway

through K/Flat).

Keeping in line with the desire

to have quality built form on the

frontage keep in mind the type

of occupants that will want to

bein this location and design

lots around this to maximise the

value and the appeal to attract

the right occupants who will

build the right buildings

Transport and

utilities - this will

enable/activate

the entire

outcome.

Interface/gateway

treatments should

also be a

consideration for

Wimmera Hwy -

though to a lesser

extent than Calder

Highway.

Is school capacity in

consideration if BREP brings

residential growth also?

-  Education Dept. should play a

role in securing land for

education purposes in growth

areas.  My understanding is that

they are not doing much in this

space, although the Marong PS

has received funds to upgrade

recently.

Talking with Cardinia

Shire as part of Officer

South Employment

precinct on provision

of worker amenities

i.e. health, child care

within the precinct.

Would Edwards

road Calder/

Olympic Parade

have increased

traffic too? Can it

handle it.

Would it be worth having

some sort of educational

connection with Latrobe

University or other institutes

i.e. parternship opportunities.

If they were interested in this -

what would their land take and

other requirements be? Look

into manufutures precinct in

Geelong.

City/region of

Gastronomy …

focus of the region

on food production

etc is increasing in

the region.

Is there work on the way

that will be exploring

potential for implementaitng

the sustainability initiatives/

innovations that have been

identified?

- Hipv. Hype is preparing

some work on sustainability.

If trip from Bendigo

to Marong was all

encompassing for

daily needs it would

make working in this

precinct much more

attractive.

Enterprise ethernet

which is provided in a

business fibre enterprise

zone can provide

significant improvements

to internet speeds over

the current fixed wireless

provision in the area.

Excellent

broadband

access will

be critical

Utilities 

Opportunity for

arterial to align to

waterway to

provide a good

inteface to

residential

Amenities for employees

might be what differentiates

this from an industrial park??

there employee recreation,

health, childcare would all

be priority. link a walking

track could be option.

shared outdoor eating

space.

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Bendigo Regional Employment Precinct Vision and Purpose Workshop - Room 1
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ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Street design to

consider space

and design for

urban tree

canopy

Protect existing town

heritage and

character by

planning for the

arterial roads to

bypass and protect

the town

How the site interacts

with surrounds will be key

consideration for Dja Dja

Wurrung. "Healing

Country" can be applied

as a design principle as

with CommGames and

other recent projects

There are some

visual representations

of how Marong Road

and High Street might

look within the

Marong Township

Plan.

It might be a

chance to focus

on native veg,

rather than

profile others

interventions

Protection of

existing trees,

particularly in

roadsides

Identification of

heritage and

ensuring design

preserves/conserves

and celebrates

heritage within

precinct

Marong township

has unique rural

feel.  Would be

great to keep

that 

There is a heritage

site immediately

outside the

precinct across the

Calder Highway.

Cultural Values,

including trade/

transport routes,

will be

considered in

CHIA

Protect character

of original

township by

ensuring bypass of

freight vehicles

around the town.

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

Opportunity for

landuses requiring

separation from

residential to be

located in teh west

away from

residential

Bendigo needs an

industrial precinct to

meet the demands -

cater for existing

demands, plus

attraction of new

businesses.

Role to provide local

industrial, service

business and

commercial land

resource to support

progressive

development

Role as a long

term industry

land resource

for the Bendigo

region.

Need for additional

technical work in

determining what

the long term needs

for the precinct

mean in terms of lot

sizes.

Calder Highway is a

strategic highway within

Victoria, has been

upgraded with

Ravenswood interchange.

Intersection of the Calder

and Wimmera is a strategic

location which provides a

beneficial location.

Generally supporting

business growth

opportunities and

expansion for local

businesses, attracting

new business to the

region.

Theres a misconception that

if you build it they will come -

works to an extent but

predominately these estates

will attract businesses

already in the area that need

to expand. The precinct won't

be driven solely by new

business but by expanding

local business. 

There is some demand for

larger lots but not nearly as

significant as expected - need

to consider a range of lot sizes

that meet market demand.

There is a shortage of land

within Bendigo which is

stopping smaller local business

from expanding - they are not in

need of 3ha lots but smaller

lots.

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Plan for an arterial

route for medium to

longer term delivery

to protect the

existing town from

truck and larger

volume road traffic

Imagine that the

pedestrian and cycling

opportunities would be

for people going to/

from BREP, not

commuter or

recreational through

traffic.

Need to plan a contemporary

future facing employment

precinct with connecting bike

and pedestrian paths - not

just having active transport at

the periphery - and places

with open space canopy

cover for workers to use

during breaks.

In support of intention as

an "employment precinct",

the design should focus

on needs of workers and

tenants - tree shade,

natural settings to move

out of office … not look

like hard industrial site.

Great opportunity

to provide strong

walking and

cycling links from

Marong into BREP

Opportunity for

early delivery of

land supply to

develop from the

existing road

network

Need to think of what

type of industry will

be attracted to the

precinct and how this

dictates what the

specific needs of the

precinct are.

Refer to the Safe Systems

philosophies - speeds,

behaviour, vehciles and

design.I assume movement

will be vehciles based, not

catering for pedestrian and

cyclists - I think that should

exist beyond the precinct.

Thinking about climate

change and environment

overall - not knowing

what the industrial

element will look like -

need to consider EV and

the supporting

infrastructure required for

this.

Is there any research

on larger distribution

warehousing to locate

here rather than say

north/west Melbourne

or establish as hub-

node models?

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Opportunity to

protect all existing

roadside vegetation

as a key character

element of the vison

Consider

retaining some

treed roadsides

for cycle paths to

protect trees as a

greenway

Retaining significant

trees as key features,

consider integration

with active transport

i.e. as part of a

protected cycling

corridor.

Biodiveristy - The site

to have a significant

biodiversity barrier to

create a "soft" edge

to the surrounding

environment

Would open space on

a precinct sit with a

body corporate or

Council?  If it sat with

Council, likely need to

think about minimising

Council's maintenance

liabilities/obligations.

Opportunity for

water treatment

plant to provide

IWM outcome at

a more strategic

level

Opportunity for new

servicing infrastructure

particularly sewer to

be planned in step

with BREP to provide

innovative IWM/

servicing outcomes.

There is a requirement when

constructing factories to include

a significant amount of water

retention on site - which is quite

expensive from a development

standpoint. If there was a way

to reduce this need by having a

retention basin on site it could

make building in the precinct

cheaper.

Ensure wetlands can

be progressively

delivered in an

affordable maner to

avoid major cost

impacts

Looking at opportunities

to utilise retention for

public open space,

especially through

providing wetlands

(designed to 1% AEP

event) to provide positive

amenity outcomes.

Concepts like

Wanyarram Dhelk

(refer Bendigo

Creek, ponds,

wetlands etc) to

connect the site with

waterways

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

Sustainable

buidling

methods and

materials

Opportunity

for roof top

solar farm. 

ensure infrastructure

support current and

future sustaibale

needs - Solar/

Batteries/EV

Charging, Water

retention etc

consideration

of bikes/e-

bikes as form

as

transportation

Need to lobby for

early investment for

servicing

infrastructure -

particularly the noted

investment required

by Coliban Water.

Planning and

application of

nbn Business

Fibre Zone

Buildings  could

incorporate

solar panels

and large water

tanks 

Landscape could

be designed with

the layouts to

ensure a greener

cooler site

Potential to

explore community

battery/industrial

battery? Previously

raised in pitching

sessions.

Understanding is there

has been a recent shift

in alignment for the

transmission easement

- likely will be further

west and will be

bypassing Bendigo.

City of Casey have

some good

employment urban

design guidelines that

suit the smaller scale

industrial uses/layouts.

Something like this

could be good in

BREP.

Dja Dja Wurrung

Renewable Energy

Strategy would

support the

opportunity to plan

for emerging

technologies

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

Think of the precinct in terms of

what the average mum and dad

business can afford - lot sizes

around 2000m2 are quite

affordable for this range of

business. There is a strong

demand for industrial land

which is having a negative

affect on affordability.

BREP to help

assist in

establishing

Marong as a

Tourist Hub

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 1

Facilitator: Gareth Hately

Scribe: Lachlan Buck

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

Have looked at eastern

waterway/tributary - options

are to have a lagrer wetland,

outfall to north will be tricky.

Another option would be to

have 2 retarding basins on

either side of creek near

Wimmera Hwy and another 2

back up the creek on Council

land.

Gas is only typically required

in food manufacturing - as

Bendigo isn't a major food

producer like other regional

cities it is likely that a no gas

approach may be more

suitable in BREP than in

other locations.

From a connectivity

standpoint, the area is

currently zoned Fixed

Wireless, if not

addressed prior to

development it is likely

to stay that way - like

Ballarat West has. 

Opportunity

to retain

existing

trees at

interfaces

Could the train

line be revived/

extended for

Employee

transport?

Specialist

paths would

be requried

Calder is East/

West and

unsafe for

cycling in

peak times

Cultural Heritage

Impact

Assessment to

consider tangible

and intangible

values

Option for retention to be

provided within precinct,

but also an option for

retention to be located

outside the precinct on

other side of Wimmera

Hwy.. Need to optimise so

it works for staging for all

landowner parties.

As the highest priority, we

need to protect the

integrity of the industrial

precinct.  We need to

make sure there is an

adequate distance/buffer

between the industrial

precinct and any sensitive

land use.

sustaniable

transport

consdierations -

cycle to work - EV

considerations -

connecting paths

and infrastructure

Open Space is

important and

needs to be

identified and

linked to overall

design outcomes

Look at

alternatives and

more sustainable

utilities options

via servicing

assessment.

A goal in Bendigo's

sustainability strategy is to

allow for no gas

development by 2030 - this

is predominately for

residential. Need to have

talks with potential

businesses to determine if

no gas is achievable in

BREP.Given sustainability

aspirations, would gas-

free be possible? Need

to consider practical

considerations of this

from an industrial

business operations

perspective.

Consider costs of

servicing

infrastructure in

terms of bringing

gass connections

in.

Key considerations for

facilitating industrial uses:

- Access to ample power supply

- typically a significant

obstruction for manufacturers

etc.

- Need access to suitable roads

for freight access - cross

sections need to be able to

accomodate b-doubles.

DTP would likely be

opposed to direct

interfacing onto

arterials - likely

would require

service roads.

Understand

proposed strategic

plan for retaill,

education and health

infrastructure within

and surrounding the

precinct 

20,000 vpd would

trigger the need for

a duplicated road

with service roads

(like Calder Highway

through K/Flat).

Keeping in line with the desire

to have quality built form on the

frontage keep in mind the type

of occupants that will want to

bein this location and design

lots around this to maximise the

value and the appeal to attract

the right occupants who will

build the right buildings

Transport and

utilities - this will

enable/activate

the entire

outcome.

Interface/gateway

treatments should

also be a

consideration for

Wimmera Hwy -

though to a lesser

extent than Calder

Highway.

Is school capacity in

consideration if BREP brings

residential growth also?

-  Education Dept. should play a

role in securing land for

education purposes in growth

areas.  My understanding is that

they are not doing much in this

space, although the Marong PS

has received funds to upgrade

recently.

Talking with Cardinia

Shire as part of Officer

South Employment

precinct on provision

of worker amenities

i.e. health, child care

within the precinct.

Would Edwards

road Calder/

Olympic Parade

have increased

traffic too? Can it

handle it.

Would it be worth having

some sort of educational

connection with Latrobe

University or other institutes

i.e. parternship opportunities.

If they were interested in this -

what would their land take and

other requirements be? Look

into manufutures precinct in

Geelong.

City/region of

Gastronomy …

focus of the region

on food production

etc is increasing in

the region.

Is there work on the way

that will be exploring

potential for implementaitng

the sustainability initiatives/

innovations that have been

identified?

- Hipv. Hype is preparing

some work on sustainability.

If trip from Bendigo

to Marong was all

encompassing for

daily needs it would

make working in this

precinct much more

attractive.

Enterprise ethernet

which is provided in a

business fibre enterprise

zone can provide

significant improvements

to internet speeds over

the current fixed wireless

provision in the area.

Excellent

broadband

access will

be critical

Utilities 

Opportunity for

arterial to align to

waterway to

provide a good

inteface to

residential

Amenities for employees

might be what differentiates

this from an industrial park??

there employee recreation,

health, childcare would all

be priority. link a walking

track could be option.

shared outdoor eating

space.

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Bendigo Regional Employment Precinct Vision and Purpose Workshop - Room 1
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ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Street design to

consider space

and design for

urban tree

canopy

Protect existing town

heritage and

character by

planning for the

arterial roads to

bypass and protect

the town

How the site interacts

with surrounds will be key

consideration for Dja Dja

Wurrung. "Healing

Country" can be applied

as a design principle as

with CommGames and

other recent projects

There are some

visual representations

of how Marong Road

and High Street might

look within the

Marong Township

Plan.

It might be a

chance to focus

on native veg,

rather than

profile others

interventions

Protection of

existing trees,

particularly in

roadsides

Identification of

heritage and

ensuring design

preserves/conserves

and celebrates

heritage within

precinct

Marong township

has unique rural

feel.  Would be

great to keep

that 

There is a heritage

site immediately

outside the

precinct across the

Calder Highway.

Cultural Values,

including trade/

transport routes,

will be

considered in

CHIA

Protect character

of original

township by

ensuring bypass of

freight vehicles

around the town.

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

Opportunity for

landuses requiring

separation from

residential to be

located in teh west

away from

residential

Bendigo needs an

industrial precinct to

meet the demands -

cater for existing

demands, plus

attraction of new

businesses.

Role to provide local

industrial, service

business and

commercial land

resource to support

progressive

development

Role as a long

term industry

land resource

for the Bendigo

region.

Need for additional

technical work in

determining what

the long term needs

for the precinct

mean in terms of lot

sizes.

Calder Highway is a

strategic highway within

Victoria, has been

upgraded with

Ravenswood interchange.

Intersection of the Calder

and Wimmera is a strategic

location which provides a

beneficial location.

Generally supporting

business growth

opportunities and

expansion for local

businesses, attracting

new business to the

region.

Theres a misconception that

if you build it they will come -

works to an extent but

predominately these estates

will attract businesses

already in the area that need

to expand. The precinct won't

be driven solely by new

business but by expanding

local business. 

There is some demand for

larger lots but not nearly as

significant as expected - need

to consider a range of lot sizes

that meet market demand.

There is a shortage of land

within Bendigo which is

stopping smaller local business

from expanding - they are not in

need of 3ha lots but smaller

lots.

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Plan for an arterial

route for medium to

longer term delivery

to protect the

existing town from

truck and larger

volume road traffic

Imagine that the

pedestrian and cycling

opportunities would be

for people going to/

from BREP, not

commuter or

recreational through

traffic.

Need to plan a contemporary

future facing employment

precinct with connecting bike

and pedestrian paths - not

just having active transport at

the periphery - and places

with open space canopy

cover for workers to use

during breaks.

In support of intention as

an "employment precinct",

the design should focus

on needs of workers and

tenants - tree shade,

natural settings to move

out of office … not look

like hard industrial site.

Great opportunity

to provide strong

walking and

cycling links from

Marong into BREP

Opportunity for

early delivery of

land supply to

develop from the

existing road

network

Need to think of what

type of industry will

be attracted to the

precinct and how this

dictates what the

specific needs of the

precinct are.

Refer to the Safe Systems

philosophies - speeds,

behaviour, vehciles and

design.I assume movement

will be vehciles based, not

catering for pedestrian and

cyclists - I think that should

exist beyond the precinct.

Thinking about climate

change and environment

overall - not knowing

what the industrial

element will look like -

need to consider EV and

the supporting

infrastructure required for

this.

Is there any research

on larger distribution

warehousing to locate

here rather than say

north/west Melbourne

or establish as hub-

node models?

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Opportunity to

protect all existing

roadside vegetation

as a key character

element of the vison

Consider

retaining some

treed roadsides

for cycle paths to

protect trees as a

greenway

Retaining significant

trees as key features,

consider integration

with active transport

i.e. as part of a

protected cycling

corridor.

Biodiveristy - The site

to have a significant

biodiversity barrier to

create a "soft" edge

to the surrounding

environment

Would open space on

a precinct sit with a

body corporate or

Council?  If it sat with

Council, likely need to

think about minimising

Council's maintenance

liabilities/obligations.

Opportunity for

water treatment

plant to provide

IWM outcome at

a more strategic

level

Opportunity for new

servicing infrastructure

particularly sewer to

be planned in step

with BREP to provide

innovative IWM/

servicing outcomes.

There is a requirement when

constructing factories to include

a significant amount of water

retention on site - which is quite

expensive from a development

standpoint. If there was a way

to reduce this need by having a

retention basin on site it could

make building in the precinct

cheaper.

Ensure wetlands can

be progressively

delivered in an

affordable maner to

avoid major cost

impacts

Looking at opportunities

to utilise retention for

public open space,

especially through

providing wetlands

(designed to 1% AEP

event) to provide positive

amenity outcomes.

Concepts like

Wanyarram Dhelk

(refer Bendigo

Creek, ponds,

wetlands etc) to

connect the site with

waterways

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

Sustainable

buidling

methods and

materials

Opportunity

for roof top

solar farm. 

ensure infrastructure

support current and

future sustaibale

needs - Solar/

Batteries/EV

Charging, Water

retention etc

consideration

of bikes/e-

bikes as form

as

transportation

Need to lobby for

early investment for

servicing

infrastructure -

particularly the noted

investment required

by Coliban Water.

Planning and

application of

nbn Business

Fibre Zone

Buildings  could

incorporate

solar panels

and large water

tanks 

Landscape could

be designed with

the layouts to

ensure a greener

cooler site

Potential to

explore community

battery/industrial

battery? Previously

raised in pitching

sessions.

Understanding is there

has been a recent shift

in alignment for the

transmission easement

- likely will be further

west and will be

bypassing Bendigo.

City of Casey have

some good

employment urban

design guidelines that

suit the smaller scale

industrial uses/layouts.

Something like this

could be good in

BREP.

Dja Dja Wurrung

Renewable Energy

Strategy would

support the

opportunity to plan

for emerging

technologies

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

Think of the precinct in terms of

what the average mum and dad

business can afford - lot sizes

around 2000m2 are quite

affordable for this range of

business. There is a strong

demand for industrial land

which is having a negative

affect on affordability.

BREP to help

assist in

establishing

Marong as a

Tourist Hub

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 1

Facilitator: Gareth Hately

Scribe: Lachlan Buck

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

Have looked at eastern

waterway/tributary - options

are to have a lagrer wetland,

outfall to north will be tricky.

Another option would be to

have 2 retarding basins on

either side of creek near

Wimmera Hwy and another 2

back up the creek on Council

land.

Gas is only typically required

in food manufacturing - as

Bendigo isn't a major food

producer like other regional

cities it is likely that a no gas

approach may be more

suitable in BREP than in

other locations.

From a connectivity

standpoint, the area is

currently zoned Fixed

Wireless, if not

addressed prior to

development it is likely

to stay that way - like

Ballarat West has. 

Opportunity

to retain

existing

trees at

interfaces

Could the train

line be revived/

extended for

Employee

transport?

Specialist

paths would

be requried

Calder is East/

West and

unsafe for

cycling in

peak times

Cultural Heritage

Impact

Assessment to

consider tangible

and intangible

values

Option for retention to be

provided within precinct,

but also an option for

retention to be located

outside the precinct on

other side of Wimmera

Hwy.. Need to optimise so

it works for staging for all

landowner parties.

As the highest priority, we

need to protect the

integrity of the industrial

precinct.  We need to

make sure there is an

adequate distance/buffer

between the industrial

precinct and any sensitive

land use.

sustaniable

transport

consdierations -

cycle to work - EV

considerations -

connecting paths

and infrastructure

Open Space is

important and

needs to be

identified and

linked to overall

design outcomes

Look at

alternatives and

more sustainable

utilities options

via servicing

assessment.

A goal in Bendigo's

sustainability strategy is to

allow for no gas

development by 2030 - this

is predominately for

residential. Need to have

talks with potential

businesses to determine if

no gas is achievable in

BREP.Given sustainability

aspirations, would gas-

free be possible? Need

to consider practical

considerations of this

from an industrial

business operations

perspective.

Consider costs of

servicing

infrastructure in

terms of bringing

gass connections

in.

Key considerations for

facilitating industrial uses:

- Access to ample power supply

- typically a significant

obstruction for manufacturers

etc.

- Need access to suitable roads

for freight access - cross

sections need to be able to

accomodate b-doubles.

DTP would likely be

opposed to direct

interfacing onto

arterials - likely

would require

service roads.

Understand

proposed strategic

plan for retaill,

education and health

infrastructure within

and surrounding the

precinct 

20,000 vpd would

trigger the need for

a duplicated road

with service roads

(like Calder Highway

through K/Flat).

Keeping in line with the desire

to have quality built form on the

frontage keep in mind the type

of occupants that will want to

bein this location and design

lots around this to maximise the

value and the appeal to attract

the right occupants who will

build the right buildings

Transport and

utilities - this will

enable/activate

the entire

outcome.

Interface/gateway

treatments should

also be a

consideration for

Wimmera Hwy -

though to a lesser

extent than Calder

Highway.

Is school capacity in

consideration if BREP brings

residential growth also?

-  Education Dept. should play a

role in securing land for

education purposes in growth

areas.  My understanding is that

they are not doing much in this

space, although the Marong PS

has received funds to upgrade

recently.

Talking with Cardinia

Shire as part of Officer

South Employment

precinct on provision

of worker amenities

i.e. health, child care

within the precinct.

Would Edwards

road Calder/

Olympic Parade

have increased

traffic too? Can it

handle it.

Would it be worth having

some sort of educational

connection with Latrobe

University or other institutes

i.e. parternship opportunities.

If they were interested in this -

what would their land take and

other requirements be? Look

into manufutures precinct in

Geelong.

City/region of

Gastronomy …

focus of the region

on food production

etc is increasing in

the region.

Is there work on the way

that will be exploring

potential for implementaitng

the sustainability initiatives/

innovations that have been

identified?

- Hipv. Hype is preparing

some work on sustainability.

If trip from Bendigo

to Marong was all

encompassing for

daily needs it would

make working in this

precinct much more

attractive.

Enterprise ethernet

which is provided in a

business fibre enterprise

zone can provide

significant improvements

to internet speeds over

the current fixed wireless

provision in the area.

Excellent

broadband

access will

be critical

Utilities 

Opportunity for

arterial to align to

waterway to

provide a good

inteface to

residential

Amenities for employees

might be what differentiates

this from an industrial park??

there employee recreation,

health, childcare would all

be priority. link a walking

track could be option.

shared outdoor eating

space.

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Bendigo Regional Employment Precinct Vision and Purpose Workshop - Room 1
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Bendigo Regional Employment Precinct Vision and Purpose Workshop - Room 2

ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Anthony (COGB) - Tree

Retention

Councillors have previously

indicated that the retention/

preservation of Wilsons Hill is

critical. 

HW(MCAG) - Marong Contex 

Marong is historically a farming community.

There is great social facilities (emergency,

sporting etc).

Existing developments factoring in visual

amenity needs.

A majority of the residents value their access

to key regional and metropolitan areas.

Bullet creek is a great physical asset for

Marong. 

JF (ADC) - Landscape Character

The location of BREP and the Calder alternative

is the southern gateway to the township.

Therefore this provides and opportunity to

enhance and protect this area.

Along existing road reserves there is substantial

vegetation which supports the character area.

There is the potential to protect those tree runs.

There are road reserves which aren't built yet

which have the possibility to maintain retention

and enhance character.

FM(DTP) - Bushfire 

Bushfire planning needs to

ensure that fire corridors and

increases in bushfire hazard is

not enhance by the precinct.

NT(NCCMA) - Waterways 

There is an opportunity to

enhance the existing waterway,

in addition to fulfilling its flood/

drainage requirements. 

FM(DTP)- Viewlines

View lines to the surrounding

areas need to be maintained

in order to ensure character

and visual amenity is

maintained. 

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

Infrastructure Sequencing

Existing infrastructure allows for

easy vehicle movement to the

site. 

DE(LO) - Interfaces 

There should be mixed uses as an

interfaces between residential

areas and the potential industries.

JF(ADC) - Connections / Context

There are strong township attributes

(these can be levied off Marong).

A balance of local and regional

growth is possible and is an

opportunity.



HW(MCAG) - Connections /

Context

Marong is a unique community,

recognising that their is a desire

to maintain its uniqueness and

character.

The residents in Marong love the

rural aspects of the township and

its connection to Bendigo.

RF (COGB) - Sequencing

Staging of land needs to factor in

land uses which can occur for

the time being until the precinct

comes fully online (transitional

land uses)

Critical to ensure that there is

an adequate residential

population within Marong to

support the types of industries

that rely on immediate

residential trade and

awareness. Can also act to

round out the existing

residential areas and protect

amenity before transition of

uses

Heather (MCAG) - Connections /

Context  

Recognition into how this impacts

the surrounding community;

acknowledges the greater benefit

to the region.

HW (YLD - Infrastructure

Sequencing 

Need to understand how

infrastructure will be sequenced.

Interface challenges and

connections to the surrounding

context for how residents/movement

are supported.

Don (LO) - Connections / Context

Need to investigate the need for

residential near the surrounding

precinct to ensure their are

residents near these jobs.

RF (COGB) - Connections / Context

Attract staff and industries from

greater context; ensuring their are

additional opportunities outside

peoples local area.

FM(DTP) - Connections / Context

The vision may be too broad and

maybe it needs to be more specific

for the type of development (e.g.

industrial employment)

Need to be careful with the landuses.

 

Ultimately, this precinct needs to

factor in its relationship with the

existing town and business park.

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Anthony (COGB) - Design of

Movement Network

The design and impact of the

movement network needs to

consider how it all works with

the township. There needs to

be a movement benefit, but

minimal negative amenity

impacts. 

RF (COGB) - Active transport

Active transport connections to

Marong town centre will be

important to ensure connection

between employees and

services/retail etc and integration

of the communities

Transport Infrastructure

Ensure transport infrastructure is

planned to protect the existing

and planned Marong residential

Township in the short and long

term

Transport Infrastructure

Need to consider the short term

traffic arrangement and the capacity

to deliver long term solutions

Transport Infrastructure 

Need to overcome short term

traffic issues with reliance on

existing road network

Traffic and Character

The importance of

protecting nearby

residential community from

truck traffic

A (COGB) - Transport

Infrastrcutrue

Infrastructure is needed to

ensure effective movements of

freight and people; this will

ensure a viable precinct.

Movement Corridors

Need to understand how the road

network will link the communities

on either side of the Calder Alt

HW(YLD) - Movement Corridors 

Marong western freight corridor would

be a great solution to freight/traffic

movement.

Sequencing of this infrastructure is

critical in order for BREP to function

effectively.

JB (COGB) - Movement Corridors

Access to the transport corridor

is needed to ensure long term

 viability for various businesses.

Potential for transport businesses

to be located near/in the

precinct.

Transport Funding

Funding for major infrastructure

needs to be established and

committed for the longer term

success of the precinct and to

give confidence to the local

community that there is a

planned and committed

solution. 

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Understanding how

the drainage and

retention systems

can be designed

and utilised to

optimise the land

use outcomes

TN (DEECA) - Urban Design

A great opportunity for

biodiversity/conservation

urban design.

There is also a large amount

of potential for green links.

NT(NCCMA) - Waterways

No mapping for the waterways

which run through this site.

There is an unmade waterway

which runs directly through the

site, in addition to some dry

creeks.

HW(MCAG) - Flooding

The flooding which occurs in Marong is

short term but is quite intensive.

Marong is going to flood because of the

structure of the creek and the original

location/development of the buildings.

The crossing on High street experiences

short but aggressive flooding.

There was damage done to the creek

(south of the rail line) which previous

development didn't factor.

JF (ADC) - IWM / Urban Design 

Interested in how the

waterways in the precinct might

factor in urban design and their

connection to transport/

movement networks.

Potential for these waterway

corridors to acts as interfaces

and buffers. 

A(COGB) - IWM

Water management needs to

recognise greater needs and

opportunities which can

support the broader region.

Waterways present a huge

opportunity to resolve flooding

issues (or at the very least not

contribute towards flooding

issues) but critically help with

place based planning, creating

amenity and character but also

can be utilised as natural

buffers and a good transition

between precincts and uses

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

HW(MCAG) - Urban Design

Visual aesthetics and urban

design need to be considered.

This visual amenity is a key

factors for the residents in

Marong.

20 Min Neighbourhood

BREP has an opportunity to

create a meaningful 20min

neighbourhood at Marong

and create jobs for the local

residents which will lead to

sustainable living

Staging

Getting the fundamental

structure of the precinct right

will lead to sustainable

outcomes for the precinct. A

good mix of uses that are

appropriately staged to be

delivered in a timely manner

Landscape Features

Working with the natural

features of the site to

enhance and really ensure

that the future community

whether it be residential or

employment can engage with

the natural assets and take

ownership of them 

Urban Design

The PSP has a role in setting the

vision from a sustainability point of

view and creating meaningful

guidance without being too

unrealistic. Getting the structure

right through good urban design

and a strong understanding of the

staging of the precinct will assist in

practical sustainable outcomes

Staging 

RF(COGB):

Consideration for sustainable

implementation will be

considered in all phases of

the planning. However,

understanding when these

implementations occur will

need to be investigated.

FM(DTP) - Follow Up

Is this a theme or an

outcome?

A(COGB) - Follow Up

The wording needs to be

more directed and specific

(i.e. what does sustainability

mean and what does

appropriate refer to?

HW(YLD) - General Sustainability

Broadly speaking the structure of the

precinct will set the scene for an organic

creation of sustainable elements.

The other outcomes will feed into this

theme.

Need to understand the sequencing of

how these features would come online.

Opportunity for a diverse range of

industries based off its size. 

DE(LO) - Sustainable Industries

May need to specify what

industries would be preferred in

the precinct.

A(COGB) - Urban Design

Sustainable/ innovative urban

design will be needed for the

precinct.

A transition of uses will help

protect the residential areas of

Marong from the potential

more heavy industry in BREP.  

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

A (COGB) - Connections / Context 

A vibrant, viable precinct for the

region, which has the potential to

support the greater area and its

residents.

Employment generator which is

primarily industrial.

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 2

Facilitator: Brianna Smillie

Scribe: PJ Pusello

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

JB (COGB) - Interfaces

Buffer zones around existing

industries in BREP (noise,

pollution)

Potentially have industries with

buffers in the centre of the

precinct so sensitive uses aren't

impacted

Industry - HW (MCAG):

There are absences in

certain industries which

community members

would use (childcare,

gyms, etc).

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

HW (YLD) - Travel

Connections from Marong

and Bendigo need to be

investigated in order to

understand how individuals

travel and move throughout

the space.

Open Space - JF (ADC)

Local parks/green space should be

incorporated into the precinct.

Understanding the mix of uses and industry

needs will aid in understanding where to

best place these areas of open space.

Heavy industrial uses would usually not

require immediate open space.

Existing attributes and amenity areas can

be levied off.

Open Space - Anthony

(COGB):

When open space is created

it will get handed over to

council to mainatin. Council

would prefer areas which are

easier to maintained.

Open Space - RF (COGB)

Passive surveillance

provides opportunity to

assist in community

safety.

Community Traffic - A (COGB)

The bypass would ensure that large

vehicles would be removed from the

town centre, whilst still ensuring local

traffic can safely move and access

the area.

BREP will bring additional people into

the area which requires transport

modelling to factor in Marong and

BREP as a whole.

 

Community Transport Needs - HW

(MCAG)

There are challenges with getting

immediate transport infrastructure for the

community ( e.g. footpaths for safety,

intersection upgrades).

The central township intersection often

has accidents based on its layout. Based

off this, the immediate safety for Marong

and BREP is needed. 

Bypass - A(COGB)

The bypass will greatly impact

residential character, as it

ensures that freight movement is

limited through the township.

Transport Connections - JF

(ADC)

Both major freight routes and

their connections needs to be

considered to understand

which connection will be

most effective for transport/

freight/traffic movement. 

Interfaces - JF (ADC)

An integration of the

site and its key features

will be needed to be

considered.

Utilise the existing

creek/drainage line to

define the alignment

of the bypass and to

have it serve as an

amenity buffer to

Precinct 2A

Open Space - HW

(MCAG):

The need to incorporate

other members of the

community into the space

is needed (potential

walking tracks, cycling

routes).

Public Transport - HW (MCAG)

There is no public transport to

Marong; there are very limited bus

routes.

Transport Connections - HW (MCAG)

There is constant traffic movement

throughout Marong.

 The current layout has Marong

sectioned into 4.

The movement network through this

area is not the best; a majority of

people will drive to their locations

based off issues with safety.

Waterway Channel - HW

(MCAG)

The waterway provided

water 12 times during the

water season.

It was used for stock

irrigation in the west.

Waterway Design - NT

(NCCMA)

Opportunities for certain

water ways to be redesigned

and developed; creating a

precinct feature.

Industry - Anthony

(COGB):

Don't want to deter larger

industries from locating

in this precinct as well.

Industry - JF (ADC)

Opportunities for local

industries/lighter industries

to locate in the precinct,

which are really local

service provides for

surrounding townships.

Industry - HW (YLD)

Various uses (more short

term) will be utilised by

the community sooner,

in comparison to larger

industries.

Utilities 

Open Space - HW (YLD)

The natural assets can be used

efficiently to ensure open space

requirements are met.

The interface between natural

spaces and industries is critical.

Strong built form outcomes are

needed to ensure the existing

community can use these spaces.

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms
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ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Anthony (COGB) - Tree

Retention

Councillors have previously

indicated that the retention/

preservation of Wilsons Hill is

critical. 

HW(MCAG) - Marong Contex 

Marong is historically a farming community.

There is great social facilities (emergency,

sporting etc).

Existing developments factoring in visual

amenity needs.

A majority of the residents value their access

to key regional and metropolitan areas.

Bullet creek is a great physical asset for

Marong. 

JF (ADC) - Landscape Character

The location of BREP and the Calder alternative

is the southern gateway to the township.

Therefore this provides and opportunity to

enhance and protect this area.

Along existing road reserves there is substantial

vegetation which supports the character area.

There is the potential to protect those tree runs.

There are road reserves which aren't built yet

which have the possibility to maintain retention

and enhance character.

FM(DTP) - Bushfire 

Bushfire planning needs to

ensure that fire corridors and

increases in bushfire hazard is

not enhance by the precinct.

NT(NCCMA) - Waterways 

There is an opportunity to

enhance the existing waterway,

in addition to fulfilling its flood/

drainage requirements. 

FM(DTP)- Viewlines

View lines to the surrounding

areas need to be maintained

in order to ensure character

and visual amenity is

maintained. 

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

Infrastructure Sequencing

Existing infrastructure allows for

easy vehicle movement to the

site. 

DE(LO) - Interfaces 

There should be mixed uses as an

interfaces between residential

areas and the potential industries.

JF(ADC) - Connections / Context

There are strong township attributes

(these can be levied off Marong).

A balance of local and regional

growth is possible and is an

opportunity.



HW(MCAG) - Connections /

Context

Marong is a unique community,

recognising that their is a desire

to maintain its uniqueness and

character.

The residents in Marong love the

rural aspects of the township and

its connection to Bendigo.

RF (COGB) - Sequencing

Staging of land needs to factor in

land uses which can occur for

the time being until the precinct

comes fully online (transitional

land uses)

Critical to ensure that there is

an adequate residential

population within Marong to

support the types of industries

that rely on immediate

residential trade and

awareness. Can also act to

round out the existing

residential areas and protect

amenity before transition of

uses

Heather (MCAG) - Connections /

Context  

Recognition into how this impacts

the surrounding community;

acknowledges the greater benefit

to the region.

HW (YLD - Infrastructure

Sequencing 

Need to understand how

infrastructure will be sequenced.

Interface challenges and

connections to the surrounding

context for how residents/movement

are supported.

Don (LO) - Connections / Context

Need to investigate the need for

residential near the surrounding

precinct to ensure their are

residents near these jobs.

RF (COGB) - Connections / Context

Attract staff and industries from

greater context; ensuring their are

additional opportunities outside

peoples local area.

FM(DTP) - Connections / Context

The vision may be too broad and

maybe it needs to be more specific

for the type of development (e.g.

industrial employment)

Need to be careful with the landuses.

 

Ultimately, this precinct needs to

factor in its relationship with the

existing town and business park.

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Anthony (COGB) - Design of

Movement Network

The design and impact of the

movement network needs to

consider how it all works with

the township. There needs to

be a movement benefit, but

minimal negative amenity

impacts. 

RF (COGB) - Active transport

Active transport connections to

Marong town centre will be

important to ensure connection

between employees and

services/retail etc and integration

of the communities

Transport Infrastructure

Ensure transport infrastructure is

planned to protect the existing

and planned Marong residential

Township in the short and long

term

Transport Infrastructure

Need to consider the short term

traffic arrangement and the capacity

to deliver long term solutions

Transport Infrastructure 

Need to overcome short term

traffic issues with reliance on

existing road network

Traffic and Character

The importance of

protecting nearby

residential community from

truck traffic

A (COGB) - Transport

Infrastrcutrue

Infrastructure is needed to

ensure effective movements of

freight and people; this will

ensure a viable precinct.

Movement Corridors

Need to understand how the road

network will link the communities

on either side of the Calder Alt

HW(YLD) - Movement Corridors 

Marong western freight corridor would

be a great solution to freight/traffic

movement.

Sequencing of this infrastructure is

critical in order for BREP to function

effectively.

JB (COGB) - Movement Corridors

Access to the transport corridor

is needed to ensure long term

 viability for various businesses.

Potential for transport businesses

to be located near/in the

precinct.

Transport Funding

Funding for major infrastructure

needs to be established and

committed for the longer term

success of the precinct and to

give confidence to the local

community that there is a

planned and committed

solution. 

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Understanding how

the drainage and

retention systems

can be designed

and utilised to

optimise the land

use outcomes

TN (DEECA) - Urban Design

A great opportunity for

biodiversity/conservation

urban design.

There is also a large amount

of potential for green links.

NT(NCCMA) - Waterways

No mapping for the waterways

which run through this site.

There is an unmade waterway

which runs directly through the

site, in addition to some dry

creeks.

HW(MCAG) - Flooding

The flooding which occurs in Marong is

short term but is quite intensive.

Marong is going to flood because of the

structure of the creek and the original

location/development of the buildings.

The crossing on High street experiences

short but aggressive flooding.

There was damage done to the creek

(south of the rail line) which previous

development didn't factor.

JF (ADC) - IWM / Urban Design 

Interested in how the

waterways in the precinct might

factor in urban design and their

connection to transport/

movement networks.

Potential for these waterway

corridors to acts as interfaces

and buffers. 

A(COGB) - IWM

Water management needs to

recognise greater needs and

opportunities which can

support the broader region.

Waterways present a huge

opportunity to resolve flooding

issues (or at the very least not

contribute towards flooding

issues) but critically help with

place based planning, creating

amenity and character but also

can be utilised as natural

buffers and a good transition

between precincts and uses

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

HW(MCAG) - Urban Design

Visual aesthetics and urban

design need to be considered.

This visual amenity is a key

factors for the residents in

Marong.

20 Min Neighbourhood

BREP has an opportunity to

create a meaningful 20min

neighbourhood at Marong

and create jobs for the local

residents which will lead to

sustainable living

Staging

Getting the fundamental

structure of the precinct right

will lead to sustainable

outcomes for the precinct. A

good mix of uses that are

appropriately staged to be

delivered in a timely manner

Landscape Features

Working with the natural

features of the site to

enhance and really ensure

that the future community

whether it be residential or

employment can engage with

the natural assets and take

ownership of them 

Urban Design

The PSP has a role in setting the

vision from a sustainability point of

view and creating meaningful

guidance without being too

unrealistic. Getting the structure

right through good urban design

and a strong understanding of the

staging of the precinct will assist in

practical sustainable outcomes

Staging 

RF(COGB):

Consideration for sustainable

implementation will be

considered in all phases of

the planning. However,

understanding when these

implementations occur will

need to be investigated.

FM(DTP) - Follow Up

Is this a theme or an

outcome?

A(COGB) - Follow Up

The wording needs to be

more directed and specific

(i.e. what does sustainability

mean and what does

appropriate refer to?

HW(YLD) - General Sustainability

Broadly speaking the structure of the

precinct will set the scene for an organic

creation of sustainable elements.

The other outcomes will feed into this

theme.

Need to understand the sequencing of

how these features would come online.

Opportunity for a diverse range of

industries based off its size. 

DE(LO) - Sustainable Industries

May need to specify what

industries would be preferred in

the precinct.

A(COGB) - Urban Design

Sustainable/ innovative urban

design will be needed for the

precinct.

A transition of uses will help

protect the residential areas of

Marong from the potential

more heavy industry in BREP.  

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

A (COGB) - Connections / Context 

A vibrant, viable precinct for the

region, which has the potential to

support the greater area and its

residents.

Employment generator which is

primarily industrial.

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 2

Facilitator: Brianna Smillie

Scribe: PJ Pusello

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

JB (COGB) - Interfaces

Buffer zones around existing

industries in BREP (noise,

pollution)

Potentially have industries with

buffers in the centre of the

precinct so sensitive uses aren't

impacted

Industry - HW (MCAG):

There are absences in

certain industries which

community members

would use (childcare,

gyms, etc).

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

HW (YLD) - Travel

Connections from Marong

and Bendigo need to be

investigated in order to

understand how individuals

travel and move throughout

the space.

Open Space - JF (ADC)

Local parks/green space should be

incorporated into the precinct.

Understanding the mix of uses and industry

needs will aid in understanding where to

best place these areas of open space.

Heavy industrial uses would usually not

require immediate open space.

Existing attributes and amenity areas can

be levied off.

Open Space - Anthony

(COGB):

When open space is created

it will get handed over to

council to mainatin. Council

would prefer areas which are

easier to maintained.

Open Space - RF (COGB)

Passive surveillance

provides opportunity to

assist in community

safety.

Community Traffic - A (COGB)

The bypass would ensure that large

vehicles would be removed from the

town centre, whilst still ensuring local

traffic can safely move and access

the area.

BREP will bring additional people into

the area which requires transport

modelling to factor in Marong and

BREP as a whole.

 

Community Transport Needs - HW

(MCAG)

There are challenges with getting

immediate transport infrastructure for the

community ( e.g. footpaths for safety,

intersection upgrades).

The central township intersection often

has accidents based on its layout. Based

off this, the immediate safety for Marong

and BREP is needed. 

Bypass - A(COGB)

The bypass will greatly impact

residential character, as it

ensures that freight movement is

limited through the township.

Transport Connections - JF

(ADC)

Both major freight routes and

their connections needs to be

considered to understand

which connection will be

most effective for transport/

freight/traffic movement. 

Interfaces - JF (ADC)

An integration of the

site and its key features

will be needed to be

considered.

Utilise the existing

creek/drainage line to

define the alignment

of the bypass and to

have it serve as an

amenity buffer to

Precinct 2A

Open Space - HW

(MCAG):

The need to incorporate

other members of the

community into the space

is needed (potential

walking tracks, cycling

routes).

Public Transport - HW (MCAG)

There is no public transport to

Marong; there are very limited bus

routes.

Transport Connections - HW (MCAG)

There is constant traffic movement

throughout Marong.

 The current layout has Marong

sectioned into 4.

The movement network through this

area is not the best; a majority of

people will drive to their locations

based off issues with safety.

Waterway Channel - HW

(MCAG)

The waterway provided

water 12 times during the

water season.

It was used for stock

irrigation in the west.

Waterway Design - NT

(NCCMA)

Opportunities for certain

water ways to be redesigned

and developed; creating a

precinct feature.

Industry - Anthony

(COGB):

Don't want to deter larger

industries from locating

in this precinct as well.

Industry - JF (ADC)

Opportunities for local

industries/lighter industries

to locate in the precinct,

which are really local

service provides for

surrounding townships.

Industry - HW (YLD)

Various uses (more short

term) will be utilised by

the community sooner,

in comparison to larger

industries.

Utilities 

Open Space - HW (YLD)

The natural assets can be used

efficiently to ensure open space

requirements are met.

The interface between natural

spaces and industries is critical.

Strong built form outcomes are

needed to ensure the existing

community can use these spaces.

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms
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ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Anthony (COGB) - Tree

Retention

Councillors have previously

indicated that the retention/

preservation of Wilsons Hill is

critical. 

HW(MCAG) - Marong Contex 

Marong is historically a farming community.

There is great social facilities (emergency,

sporting etc).

Existing developments factoring in visual

amenity needs.

A majority of the residents value their access

to key regional and metropolitan areas.

Bullet creek is a great physical asset for

Marong. 

JF (ADC) - Landscape Character

The location of BREP and the Calder alternative

is the southern gateway to the township.

Therefore this provides and opportunity to

enhance and protect this area.

Along existing road reserves there is substantial

vegetation which supports the character area.

There is the potential to protect those tree runs.

There are road reserves which aren't built yet

which have the possibility to maintain retention

and enhance character.

FM(DTP) - Bushfire 

Bushfire planning needs to

ensure that fire corridors and

increases in bushfire hazard is

not enhance by the precinct.

NT(NCCMA) - Waterways 

There is an opportunity to

enhance the existing waterway,

in addition to fulfilling its flood/

drainage requirements. 

FM(DTP)- Viewlines

View lines to the surrounding

areas need to be maintained

in order to ensure character

and visual amenity is

maintained. 

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

Infrastructure Sequencing

Existing infrastructure allows for

easy vehicle movement to the

site. 

DE(LO) - Interfaces 

There should be mixed uses as an

interfaces between residential

areas and the potential industries.

JF(ADC) - Connections / Context

There are strong township attributes

(these can be levied off Marong).

A balance of local and regional

growth is possible and is an

opportunity.



HW(MCAG) - Connections /

Context

Marong is a unique community,

recognising that their is a desire

to maintain its uniqueness and

character.

The residents in Marong love the

rural aspects of the township and

its connection to Bendigo.

RF (COGB) - Sequencing

Staging of land needs to factor in

land uses which can occur for

the time being until the precinct

comes fully online (transitional

land uses)

Critical to ensure that there is

an adequate residential

population within Marong to

support the types of industries

that rely on immediate

residential trade and

awareness. Can also act to

round out the existing

residential areas and protect

amenity before transition of

uses

Heather (MCAG) - Connections /

Context  

Recognition into how this impacts

the surrounding community;

acknowledges the greater benefit

to the region.

HW (YLD - Infrastructure

Sequencing 

Need to understand how

infrastructure will be sequenced.

Interface challenges and

connections to the surrounding

context for how residents/movement

are supported.

Don (LO) - Connections / Context

Need to investigate the need for

residential near the surrounding

precinct to ensure their are

residents near these jobs.

RF (COGB) - Connections / Context

Attract staff and industries from

greater context; ensuring their are

additional opportunities outside

peoples local area.

FM(DTP) - Connections / Context

The vision may be too broad and

maybe it needs to be more specific

for the type of development (e.g.

industrial employment)

Need to be careful with the landuses.

 

Ultimately, this precinct needs to

factor in its relationship with the

existing town and business park.

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Anthony (COGB) - Design of

Movement Network

The design and impact of the

movement network needs to

consider how it all works with

the township. There needs to

be a movement benefit, but

minimal negative amenity

impacts. 

RF (COGB) - Active transport

Active transport connections to

Marong town centre will be

important to ensure connection

between employees and

services/retail etc and integration

of the communities

Transport Infrastructure

Ensure transport infrastructure is

planned to protect the existing

and planned Marong residential

Township in the short and long

term

Transport Infrastructure

Need to consider the short term

traffic arrangement and the capacity

to deliver long term solutions

Transport Infrastructure 

Need to overcome short term

traffic issues with reliance on

existing road network

Traffic and Character

The importance of

protecting nearby

residential community from

truck traffic

A (COGB) - Transport

Infrastrcutrue

Infrastructure is needed to

ensure effective movements of

freight and people; this will

ensure a viable precinct.

Movement Corridors

Need to understand how the road

network will link the communities

on either side of the Calder Alt

HW(YLD) - Movement Corridors 

Marong western freight corridor would

be a great solution to freight/traffic

movement.

Sequencing of this infrastructure is

critical in order for BREP to function

effectively.

JB (COGB) - Movement Corridors

Access to the transport corridor

is needed to ensure long term

 viability for various businesses.

Potential for transport businesses

to be located near/in the

precinct.

Transport Funding

Funding for major infrastructure

needs to be established and

committed for the longer term

success of the precinct and to

give confidence to the local

community that there is a

planned and committed

solution. 

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Understanding how

the drainage and

retention systems

can be designed

and utilised to

optimise the land

use outcomes

TN (DEECA) - Urban Design

A great opportunity for

biodiversity/conservation

urban design.

There is also a large amount

of potential for green links.

NT(NCCMA) - Waterways

No mapping for the waterways

which run through this site.

There is an unmade waterway

which runs directly through the

site, in addition to some dry

creeks.

HW(MCAG) - Flooding

The flooding which occurs in Marong is

short term but is quite intensive.

Marong is going to flood because of the

structure of the creek and the original

location/development of the buildings.

The crossing on High street experiences

short but aggressive flooding.

There was damage done to the creek

(south of the rail line) which previous

development didn't factor.

JF (ADC) - IWM / Urban Design 

Interested in how the

waterways in the precinct might

factor in urban design and their

connection to transport/

movement networks.

Potential for these waterway

corridors to acts as interfaces

and buffers. 

A(COGB) - IWM

Water management needs to

recognise greater needs and

opportunities which can

support the broader region.

Waterways present a huge

opportunity to resolve flooding

issues (or at the very least not

contribute towards flooding

issues) but critically help with

place based planning, creating

amenity and character but also

can be utilised as natural

buffers and a good transition

between precincts and uses

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

HW(MCAG) - Urban Design

Visual aesthetics and urban

design need to be considered.

This visual amenity is a key

factors for the residents in

Marong.

20 Min Neighbourhood

BREP has an opportunity to

create a meaningful 20min

neighbourhood at Marong

and create jobs for the local

residents which will lead to

sustainable living

Staging

Getting the fundamental

structure of the precinct right

will lead to sustainable

outcomes for the precinct. A

good mix of uses that are

appropriately staged to be

delivered in a timely manner

Landscape Features

Working with the natural

features of the site to

enhance and really ensure

that the future community

whether it be residential or

employment can engage with

the natural assets and take

ownership of them 

Urban Design

The PSP has a role in setting the

vision from a sustainability point of

view and creating meaningful

guidance without being too

unrealistic. Getting the structure

right through good urban design

and a strong understanding of the

staging of the precinct will assist in

practical sustainable outcomes

Staging 

RF(COGB):

Consideration for sustainable

implementation will be

considered in all phases of

the planning. However,

understanding when these

implementations occur will

need to be investigated.

FM(DTP) - Follow Up

Is this a theme or an

outcome?

A(COGB) - Follow Up

The wording needs to be

more directed and specific

(i.e. what does sustainability

mean and what does

appropriate refer to?

HW(YLD) - General Sustainability

Broadly speaking the structure of the

precinct will set the scene for an organic

creation of sustainable elements.

The other outcomes will feed into this

theme.

Need to understand the sequencing of

how these features would come online.

Opportunity for a diverse range of

industries based off its size. 

DE(LO) - Sustainable Industries

May need to specify what

industries would be preferred in

the precinct.

A(COGB) - Urban Design

Sustainable/ innovative urban

design will be needed for the

precinct.

A transition of uses will help

protect the residential areas of

Marong from the potential

more heavy industry in BREP.  

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

A (COGB) - Connections / Context 

A vibrant, viable precinct for the

region, which has the potential to

support the greater area and its

residents.

Employment generator which is

primarily industrial.

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 2

Facilitator: Brianna Smillie

Scribe: PJ Pusello

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

JB (COGB) - Interfaces

Buffer zones around existing

industries in BREP (noise,

pollution)

Potentially have industries with

buffers in the centre of the

precinct so sensitive uses aren't

impacted

Industry - HW (MCAG):

There are absences in

certain industries which

community members

would use (childcare,

gyms, etc).

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

HW (YLD) - Travel

Connections from Marong

and Bendigo need to be

investigated in order to

understand how individuals

travel and move throughout

the space.

Open Space - JF (ADC)

Local parks/green space should be

incorporated into the precinct.

Understanding the mix of uses and industry

needs will aid in understanding where to

best place these areas of open space.

Heavy industrial uses would usually not

require immediate open space.

Existing attributes and amenity areas can

be levied off.

Open Space - Anthony

(COGB):

When open space is created

it will get handed over to

council to mainatin. Council

would prefer areas which are

easier to maintained.

Open Space - RF (COGB)

Passive surveillance

provides opportunity to

assist in community

safety.

Community Traffic - A (COGB)

The bypass would ensure that large

vehicles would be removed from the

town centre, whilst still ensuring local

traffic can safely move and access

the area.

BREP will bring additional people into

the area which requires transport

modelling to factor in Marong and

BREP as a whole.

 

Community Transport Needs - HW

(MCAG)

There are challenges with getting

immediate transport infrastructure for the

community ( e.g. footpaths for safety,

intersection upgrades).

The central township intersection often

has accidents based on its layout. Based

off this, the immediate safety for Marong

and BREP is needed. 

Bypass - A(COGB)

The bypass will greatly impact

residential character, as it

ensures that freight movement is

limited through the township.

Transport Connections - JF

(ADC)

Both major freight routes and

their connections needs to be

considered to understand

which connection will be

most effective for transport/

freight/traffic movement. 

Interfaces - JF (ADC)

An integration of the

site and its key features

will be needed to be

considered.

Utilise the existing

creek/drainage line to

define the alignment

of the bypass and to

have it serve as an

amenity buffer to

Precinct 2A

Open Space - HW

(MCAG):

The need to incorporate

other members of the

community into the space

is needed (potential

walking tracks, cycling

routes).

Public Transport - HW (MCAG)

There is no public transport to

Marong; there are very limited bus

routes.

Transport Connections - HW (MCAG)

There is constant traffic movement

throughout Marong.

 The current layout has Marong

sectioned into 4.

The movement network through this

area is not the best; a majority of

people will drive to their locations

based off issues with safety.

Waterway Channel - HW

(MCAG)

The waterway provided

water 12 times during the

water season.

It was used for stock

irrigation in the west.

Waterway Design - NT

(NCCMA)

Opportunities for certain

water ways to be redesigned

and developed; creating a

precinct feature.

Industry - Anthony

(COGB):

Don't want to deter larger

industries from locating

in this precinct as well.

Industry - JF (ADC)

Opportunities for local

industries/lighter industries

to locate in the precinct,

which are really local

service provides for

surrounding townships.

Industry - HW (YLD)

Various uses (more short

term) will be utilised by

the community sooner,

in comparison to larger

industries.

Utilities 

Open Space - HW (YLD)

The natural assets can be used

efficiently to ensure open space

requirements are met.

The interface between natural

spaces and industries is critical.

Strong built form outcomes are

needed to ensure the existing

community can use these spaces.

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Bendigo Regional Employment Precinct Vision and Purpose Workshop - Room 2
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Range of lot

sizes

including

some larger

lots over 1ha

Flexibility for

planning

controls -

including

over time

ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Protection of

trees and

vegetation along

Cemetary Road

and road

reserves

Importance of

lanscaping and

integrtaion with

surrounding Marong

Township needs to

be considered

OTHER - what is

the role of the

rail line, how is

that going to fit

in to BREP

Will Marong look

anything like a country

town in the future with

a large industrial

development and

8000 people, or a

satellite city?

Protection of

Wilson's Hill

Reserve

Will it have a

country feel?

Hard to know

with the amount

of workers

expected 

OTHER - Some of the

social aspects havent

been addressed in the

vision (Marong).

Increased population

(medical centres, school

so it doesnt become an

isolated enclave)

OTHER -

DDW input

Understand

drainage corridors,

waterways, remnant

trees and how the

future road network

can align with those

things 

All use of Crown land uuse

and development

(including roads will need

to be consisered under the

Dja Dja Wurrung RSA

(further work relates to

discussions with DDW

around crown land, extra

work needs to think about

footprint)

significant trees

along Wimmera

Hwy next to golf

course - bypass

could get traffic

off that section

Negotiating

agreements 

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

To create or support

the most

employment

opportunities, pitch

the development to

high employment

industries

Zones should allow

for a flexibility of

uses including some

heavier uses more

centrally located in

the precincts

Unique growing

population

base,

intersection of 3

highways

Achieving

population critical

mass is important to

ensure that serivices

and infrastructure is

developed 

The need for

renewable energy

from the site - updating

powerlines, solar farms

in Kerrang area. BREP

is an opportunity for

distribution services 

need to consider

how the staging

of BREP can

support the

development of

Marong.

Regional

hub 

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Need to

move freight

out of the

Marong

township

Ease of cycle

and pedestrian

access

separate from

vehicles

discourage

industrial traffic

through

residential areas

(including 2B, 3,

4)

need to plan traffic

infrastructure on

realistic growth

rate/dev timeframe

incl. resi and CDZ

road needs to be

high speed

(bypass), wide

curves (not right

angles) so that it

will be used

delivery of bypass -

does there need to be

development on both

sides north of

wimmera to provide

ability for development

to deliver firrst

carriageway

Capacity issue

with arterial

network (Calder/

Calder

Alternative

meeting point)

How will capacity

issues be

managed in the

meantime of a

bypass being

created

pedestrian

movement

through these

areas need to

be incorporated

additional traffic

between Bendigo

and BREP will impact

on residential traffic

exiting Precincts 3

and 4

the future transport network

needs to address the

constrained capacity of the

existing road netwrok. 

Regional employment activity

from COGB and surropunds

will impact heavily on the

amenity of the township and

tje emerging community.

ow does the railway

addd value to the

precinct itself and

the distribution

network to the north

west of the state?

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Investigate what other

industrial developments

do for water reuse -

what are the possible

uses for storm water

and recycled water in

industrial developments

The type of industry will

determine the likelihood

of recycled production

on site,  Therefore, this

is key to determine the

design of the sewerage

service. 

Opportunity for

providing passive

irrigation for street

trees or to support

existing trees to be

retained

Opportunity to integrate blue/

green corridor. Look at water

as an enabler to create

shadeway links/corridors to

provide "cool route" for

people movement to build a

fabric of  thermal resilience

(work/investigation required

to underpin mapping)

Dainage and water

movement across the

site is l;ikely to involve

the use of Crown land

and green spaces.

careful consideration

of ptotections of these

spaces must be made

Look at creating

and enhancing an

urban ecology

around the

waterway and

floodplain network

opportunity to co-

locate drainage

corridor with bypass

road as a significant

separation/buffer to

residential

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

Think what will be

common in 20 years

- energy storage

using hydrogen and

electrified transport

Precinct needs to

stay contained in the

area that has been

allocated to protect

values of

surrounding land

uses

The type of industry/

jobs/customers will

affect the water and

sewer services

Electric

vehicle

charging

Should establish

strong design

guidelines given

this will be

developed from

the ground up

need to protect

agricultural and

Pastoral

production in

neighbouring

landscape

There needs to

be a scaled

approach to

enable

innovative uses 

having the capacity to

offer localised

industrial; needs will

help develop

innovative and new

indurstirs into the area.

Opportunity to integrate

the alignment of the

bypass road with the

drainage reserve to

provide a buffer

between employment

precinct and residential

precinct

Needs to have a

point of difference

and a having a

strong sustinability

focus provides this

difference

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

Structure the plan in

the way to get jobs

going. Is that also

population driven by

residential

subdivision closer to

Marong?

Staging

considerations

 are key

Themes are

captured

well

Regional employment

precinct should be

the focus. Can cater

for Loddon and Mt

Alexander

(Campaspe Region)

populations

Utilise the

supply of

stormwater

and

floodplain 

Need to

consider

organic

expansion of

Marong 

Flexibility needs

to go beyond

space, needs to

consider time

as well

Staging and delivery

of services in a way

that supports the

gowth of the

townshiop will be

important.

Opportunity to

ude vegetated

roads as

buffers to the

precinct

potential to close

northern leg of calder/

calder alt intersection

with signalisation to

increase interim

capacity before bypass

complete 

disagree that the

bypass is beyond

the scope of the

psp. it is critical to

ensuring that BREP

and marong can

function

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 3

Facilitator: Emily Killin

Scribe: Fiona Koutsivos

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

Need to

consider

footpaths for

complimentary

 uses

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

Interface in NE

corner )idenitifed

resi) - sensitive

interface could

colocate waterway

corridor

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

close northern

leg to increase

capacity and

reduce BREP

truck impacts on

resi areas

Potentially provide an

alternate water supply

to the downstream

Wilson's Hill channel

customers and close

the channel.  It may be

more economic to do

this

Protection of

existing

vegetation in

precinct for

amenity

down grading the

calder alt to a local

connector as it

approaches the

township will help. but

need to get trucks and

heavy vehicles out of

the township

Getting trucks

out of Marong

and this

intersection

planning for the

utilisation of creek

corridors for walking

and cycling from the

township and to and

from the future

residential areas

Interface in NE corner

(identified residential area) -

sensitive interface could

colocate potential bypass

road with waterway corridor

which would provide

around a 100m buffer

between employment use

and residential use

Sewerage services for

Marong are currently at

capacity. Need to consider

if the sewer from the

development connects to

the town system and

therefore is treated at

Epsom, or the development

has its own treatment and

recycled water facility

Wilsons Hill is an irrigation

supply channel. Wouldnt

play a role in Floodplain

management. Will this be

decommissioned? Needs

to be thought of

differently compared to

the east waterway

Unnamed

tributary

management

is key

Importance of

considering

existing

residents

Need to consider the

drainage outfall to

the north to service

the BREP.

Negotiation with d/s

landowners and

potential aquisition?

this is only the

current township,

does the plan

need to capture

future growth

Importance of

trees through

pedestrian/cyclists

to enourage take

up over warmer

months

Shared paths

linking to the

overarching

network

More water

storage is

required

here

Capture

storm water

for reuse

Pedestrian/bike

links from station/

town/BREP and

within precinct

itself

Plan for buses.

Currently no public

transport in

Marong. Potential

for trains to come

back onlne

Provide an opportunity

for a lunch time run or

walk for people

working in the facility -

this will be a point of

difference against

other industrial

developments

Capture

storm water

for open

space

watering

Should look at the

Craigieburn North

PSP that had a vairety

of commercial and

industrial uses and

how it was distributed

throughout the psp.

can dams be

incorporated

for drainage

or

landscpaing

including some fine grain

industrial/commercial

subdivision close to the

edges of town (ie outside

of a residential 2A) will

support the provision of

locall driven deamnd for

community type uses.

Opportunity at

Malone Park for a

gym/child care

facility. There are

 opportunities

outside the precinct

for some facilities

close northern

leg to increase

capacity and

reduce BREP

truck impacts on

resi areas

Regional hydrogen

production facility

to support Calder

Corridor transport

or enegy storage

there is alot of open space in

Marong already. If there is a

drainage corridor there is an

opportunity for linear parks

which could cater to workers

using these at lunchtime. You

dont need playgrounds. Need

to consider safety when

designing linear parks.

Surveillance on the footpath by

co-locating roads 

In some industrial areas,

there are traffic reports for

dance schools, breweries,

gyms etc. It would be

good if these uses that

can serve the Marong

community can be

catered for and away from

heavy industrial

VHI site - is there a

potential to consider

as part of the design

as there is a pocket

of vegetation around

that area too

Utilities 

Need to understand the

impacts of the water

changes on the water

table (water table

mound? and salinity) on

the area and the

surrounding pastoral

and agricultural activities

Water drains

to the north

How is the BMO going

to be managed within

the precinct without

requiring fire hazard

management works on

the conservation or

bushland reserves?

Outfall will need to

be achieved. How

can that be

facilitated

downstrem

(acquisition

challenges)

The capacity of exising

services. Trunk

infrastructure needs to

come from the east.

There is a need to

upgrade some of that

infrastructure

Large trunk

infrastructure is

currently under

upgrades. Some

tanks are

required. 

Sewer is currently at

capacity. Coliban is about

to update. Negotiated with

COGB that Coliban will

update for residential

growth but will allow the

capacity of that sewer

infrastructure to be used for

BREP up until residential

growth requires it

Potential to close

Wilsons Hill but

suppliers further

south would

require supply

Potential to

provide

alternative supply

here and it might

be cheaper

Opportunity to

provide social

services

(childcarte; gym

etc.) on Malone

Park

As the site may have

a large amount of

hard surfaces and

roof, shading the

precinct should be a

key design element

to be included.

Industrial

areas dont

normally have

footpaths

Need to carefully consider

how the facilities are

integrated in to the town.

We don't want to create two

towns with competing

facilities - eg cafes and

other shops.  Ask the

community how they would

like this potential issue be

mitigated.

Provide

controlled

access to these

forested areas

for workers
design elements

and vegetated

buffers need to

be combined

rather than

seperated

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Ensure that the precinct has

appropriate buffers - noise,

traffic amenity. Needs to be

done in a sensitive way (avoid

concrete walls). Country towns

have amenities that people

need, support social fabric of

the town (school, pub etc),

These existing social services

need to be enhanced

BREP will

take away

the country

town feeling

Ensure that

the BREP

looks nice as

well/amenity

considerations

Use existing vegetated

roads as buffers - look

at other jurisdictions

and townships to

understand amenity

(eg Broken Hill, Alice

Springs)

Bendigo Regional Employment Precinct Vision and Purpose Workshop - Room 3
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Range of lot

sizes

including

some larger

lots over 1ha

Flexibility for

planning

controls -

including

over time

ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Protection of

trees and

vegetation along

Cemetary Road

and road

reserves

Importance of

lanscaping and

integrtaion with

surrounding Marong

Township needs to

be considered

OTHER - what is

the role of the

rail line, how is

that going to fit

in to BREP

Will Marong look

anything like a country

town in the future with

a large industrial

development and

8000 people, or a

satellite city?

Protection of

Wilson's Hill

Reserve

Will it have a

country feel?

Hard to know

with the amount

of workers

expected 

OTHER - Some of the

social aspects havent

been addressed in the

vision (Marong).

Increased population

(medical centres, school

so it doesnt become an

isolated enclave)

OTHER -

DDW input

Understand

drainage corridors,

waterways, remnant

trees and how the

future road network

can align with those

things 

All use of Crown land uuse

and development

(including roads will need

to be consisered under the

Dja Dja Wurrung RSA

(further work relates to

discussions with DDW

around crown land, extra

work needs to think about

footprint)

significant trees

along Wimmera

Hwy next to golf

course - bypass

could get traffic

off that section

Negotiating

agreements 

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

To create or support

the most

employment

opportunities, pitch

the development to

high employment

industries

Zones should allow

for a flexibility of

uses including some

heavier uses more

centrally located in

the precincts

Unique growing

population

base,

intersection of 3

highways

Achieving

population critical

mass is important to

ensure that serivices

and infrastructure is

developed 

The need for

renewable energy

from the site - updating

powerlines, solar farms

in Kerrang area. BREP

is an opportunity for

distribution services 

need to consider

how the staging

of BREP can

support the

development of

Marong.

Regional

hub 

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Need to

move freight

out of the

Marong

township

Ease of cycle

and pedestrian

access

separate from

vehicles

discourage

industrial traffic

through

residential areas

(including 2B, 3,

4)

need to plan traffic

infrastructure on

realistic growth

rate/dev timeframe

incl. resi and CDZ

road needs to be

high speed

(bypass), wide

curves (not right

angles) so that it

will be used

delivery of bypass -

does there need to be

development on both

sides north of

wimmera to provide

ability for development

to deliver firrst

carriageway

Capacity issue

with arterial

network (Calder/

Calder

Alternative

meeting point)

How will capacity

issues be

managed in the

meantime of a

bypass being

created

pedestrian

movement

through these

areas need to

be incorporated

additional traffic

between Bendigo

and BREP will impact

on residential traffic

exiting Precincts 3

and 4

the future transport network

needs to address the

constrained capacity of the

existing road netwrok. 

Regional employment activity

from COGB and surropunds

will impact heavily on the

amenity of the township and

tje emerging community.

ow does the railway

addd value to the

precinct itself and

the distribution

network to the north

west of the state?

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Investigate what other

industrial developments

do for water reuse -

what are the possible

uses for storm water

and recycled water in

industrial developments

The type of industry will

determine the likelihood

of recycled production

on site,  Therefore, this

is key to determine the

design of the sewerage

service. 

Opportunity for

providing passive

irrigation for street

trees or to support

existing trees to be

retained

Opportunity to integrate blue/

green corridor. Look at water

as an enabler to create

shadeway links/corridors to

provide "cool route" for

people movement to build a

fabric of  thermal resilience

(work/investigation required

to underpin mapping)

Dainage and water

movement across the

site is l;ikely to involve

the use of Crown land

and green spaces.

careful consideration

of ptotections of these

spaces must be made

Look at creating

and enhancing an

urban ecology

around the

waterway and

floodplain network

opportunity to co-

locate drainage

corridor with bypass

road as a significant

separation/buffer to

residential

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

Think what will be

common in 20 years

- energy storage

using hydrogen and

electrified transport

Precinct needs to

stay contained in the

area that has been

allocated to protect

values of

surrounding land

uses

The type of industry/

jobs/customers will

affect the water and

sewer services

Electric

vehicle

charging

Should establish

strong design

guidelines given

this will be

developed from

the ground up

need to protect

agricultural and

Pastoral

production in

neighbouring

landscape

There needs to

be a scaled

approach to

enable

innovative uses 

having the capacity to

offer localised

industrial; needs will

help develop

innovative and new

indurstirs into the area.

Opportunity to integrate

the alignment of the

bypass road with the

drainage reserve to

provide a buffer

between employment

precinct and residential

precinct

Needs to have a

point of difference

and a having a

strong sustinability

focus provides this

difference

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

Structure the plan in

the way to get jobs

going. Is that also

population driven by

residential

subdivision closer to

Marong?

Staging

considerations

 are key

Themes are

captured

well

Regional employment

precinct should be

the focus. Can cater

for Loddon and Mt

Alexander

(Campaspe Region)

populations

Utilise the

supply of

stormwater

and

floodplain 

Need to

consider

organic

expansion of

Marong 

Flexibility needs

to go beyond

space, needs to

consider time

as well

Staging and delivery

of services in a way

that supports the

gowth of the

townshiop will be

important.

Opportunity to

ude vegetated

roads as

buffers to the

precinct

potential to close

northern leg of calder/

calder alt intersection

with signalisation to

increase interim

capacity before bypass

complete 

disagree that the

bypass is beyond

the scope of the

psp. it is critical to

ensuring that BREP

and marong can

function

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 3

Facilitator: Emily Killin

Scribe: Fiona Koutsivos

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

Need to

consider

footpaths for

complimentary

 uses

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

Interface in NE

corner )idenitifed

resi) - sensitive

interface could

colocate waterway

corridor

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

close northern

leg to increase

capacity and

reduce BREP

truck impacts on

resi areas

Potentially provide an

alternate water supply

to the downstream

Wilson's Hill channel

customers and close

the channel.  It may be

more economic to do

this

Protection of

existing

vegetation in

precinct for

amenity

down grading the

calder alt to a local

connector as it

approaches the

township will help. but

need to get trucks and

heavy vehicles out of

the township

Getting trucks

out of Marong

and this

intersection

planning for the

utilisation of creek

corridors for walking

and cycling from the

township and to and

from the future

residential areas

Interface in NE corner

(identified residential area) -

sensitive interface could

colocate potential bypass

road with waterway corridor

which would provide

around a 100m buffer

between employment use

and residential use

Sewerage services for

Marong are currently at

capacity. Need to consider

if the sewer from the

development connects to

the town system and

therefore is treated at

Epsom, or the development

has its own treatment and

recycled water facility

Wilsons Hill is an irrigation

supply channel. Wouldnt

play a role in Floodplain

management. Will this be

decommissioned? Needs

to be thought of

differently compared to

the east waterway

Unnamed

tributary

management

is key

Importance of

considering

existing

residents

Need to consider the

drainage outfall to

the north to service

the BREP.

Negotiation with d/s

landowners and

potential aquisition?

this is only the

current township,

does the plan

need to capture

future growth

Importance of

trees through

pedestrian/cyclists

to enourage take

up over warmer

months

Shared paths

linking to the

overarching

network

More water

storage is

required

here

Capture

storm water

for reuse

Pedestrian/bike

links from station/

town/BREP and

within precinct

itself

Plan for buses.

Currently no public

transport in

Marong. Potential

for trains to come

back onlne

Provide an opportunity

for a lunch time run or

walk for people

working in the facility -

this will be a point of

difference against

other industrial

developments

Capture

storm water

for open

space

watering

Should look at the

Craigieburn North

PSP that had a vairety

of commercial and

industrial uses and

how it was distributed

throughout the psp.

can dams be

incorporated

for drainage

or

landscpaing

including some fine grain

industrial/commercial

subdivision close to the

edges of town (ie outside

of a residential 2A) will

support the provision of

locall driven deamnd for

community type uses.

Opportunity at

Malone Park for a

gym/child care

facility. There are

 opportunities

outside the precinct

for some facilities

close northern

leg to increase

capacity and

reduce BREP

truck impacts on

resi areas

Regional hydrogen

production facility

to support Calder

Corridor transport

or enegy storage

there is alot of open space in

Marong already. If there is a

drainage corridor there is an

opportunity for linear parks

which could cater to workers

using these at lunchtime. You

dont need playgrounds. Need

to consider safety when

designing linear parks.

Surveillance on the footpath by

co-locating roads 

In some industrial areas,

there are traffic reports for

dance schools, breweries,

gyms etc. It would be

good if these uses that

can serve the Marong

community can be

catered for and away from

heavy industrial

VHI site - is there a

potential to consider

as part of the design

as there is a pocket

of vegetation around

that area too

Utilities 

Need to understand the

impacts of the water

changes on the water

table (water table

mound? and salinity) on

the area and the

surrounding pastoral

and agricultural activities

Water drains

to the north

How is the BMO going

to be managed within

the precinct without

requiring fire hazard

management works on

the conservation or

bushland reserves?

Outfall will need to

be achieved. How

can that be

facilitated

downstrem

(acquisition

challenges)

The capacity of exising

services. Trunk

infrastructure needs to

come from the east.

There is a need to

upgrade some of that

infrastructure

Large trunk

infrastructure is

currently under

upgrades. Some

tanks are

required. 

Sewer is currently at

capacity. Coliban is about

to update. Negotiated with

COGB that Coliban will

update for residential

growth but will allow the

capacity of that sewer

infrastructure to be used for

BREP up until residential

growth requires it

Potential to close

Wilsons Hill but

suppliers further

south would

require supply

Potential to

provide

alternative supply

here and it might

be cheaper

Opportunity to

provide social

services

(childcarte; gym

etc.) on Malone

Park

As the site may have

a large amount of

hard surfaces and

roof, shading the

precinct should be a

key design element

to be included.

Industrial

areas dont

normally have

footpaths

Need to carefully consider

how the facilities are

integrated in to the town.

We don't want to create two

towns with competing

facilities - eg cafes and

other shops.  Ask the

community how they would

like this potential issue be

mitigated.

Provide

controlled

access to these

forested areas

for workers
design elements

and vegetated

buffers need to

be combined

rather than

seperated

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Ensure that the precinct has

appropriate buffers - noise,

traffic amenity. Needs to be

done in a sensitive way (avoid

concrete walls). Country towns

have amenities that people

need, support social fabric of

the town (school, pub etc),

These existing social services

need to be enhanced

BREP will

take away

the country

town feeling

Ensure that

the BREP

looks nice as

well/amenity

considerations

Use existing vegetated

roads as buffers - look

at other jurisdictions

and townships to

understand amenity

(eg Broken Hill, Alice

Springs)
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Range of lot

sizes

including

some larger

lots over 1ha

Flexibility for

planning

controls -

including

over time

ACTIVITY #1A       A shared vision

Emerging Themes
What we heard at

pitching sessions

1

INSTRUCTIONS

Review the Emerging Themes and Sticky

Notes

Tell us your ambitions for your site and/or the BREP by placing a

comment  (via a sticky note) under each theme.  Do you agree with the

emerging theme statements? What else is missing? Follow the prompt

questions below. 

STEP
STEP

Let's come up with some more ideas together

 

(20 mins for Activity #1A)

2

3

4

5

Prompts:

What considerations need to be addressed in developing the internal road network?

What car parking is needed? What design aspects should be considered?

What modes of transport do you envision will be used in BREP? 

Prompts:

What do you see as the role of BREP - international, state, regional, local?

What is unique to the location of BREP that will attract businesses to the area?

What employment sectors should be targeted?

What zones should be applied?

How do we provide flexibility with planning controls?

What lot sizes are needed?

What type of ancillary uses should be considered?

Prompts:

What does the IWM need to include? What are the known IWM issues?

What opportunities are there for open space and greening?

Prompts:

What should the buildings look like? 

What realistic sustainable initiatives can the BREP address?

How does a vehicle dependent precinct achieve zero carbon emissions?

Prompts:

What are the key landscape, character and heritage features of BREP?

How can BREP respect these features?

Protection of

trees and

vegetation along

Cemetary Road

and road

reserves

Importance of

lanscaping and

integrtaion with

surrounding Marong

Township needs to

be considered

OTHER - what is

the role of the

rail line, how is

that going to fit

in to BREP

Will Marong look

anything like a country

town in the future with

a large industrial

development and

8000 people, or a

satellite city?

Protection of

Wilson's Hill

Reserve

Will it have a

country feel?

Hard to know

with the amount

of workers

expected 

OTHER - Some of the

social aspects havent

been addressed in the

vision (Marong).

Increased population

(medical centres, school

so it doesnt become an

isolated enclave)

OTHER -

DDW input

Understand

drainage corridors,

waterways, remnant

trees and how the

future road network

can align with those

things 

All use of Crown land uuse

and development

(including roads will need

to be consisered under the

Dja Dja Wurrung RSA

(further work relates to

discussions with DDW

around crown land, extra

work needs to think about

footprint)

significant trees

along Wimmera

Hwy next to golf

course - bypass

could get traffic

off that section

Negotiating

agreements 

Population is

estimated to

reach 200,000+

people by 2050

BREP will need

to provide

opportunities

for a mix of

land uses

BREP will enable

more local job

opportunities

closer to where

people live

Opportunities

exist to embed

sustainable

transport

options

Key land uses could

include manufacturing,

advanced

manufacturing, artificial

intelligence, logistics,

freight, tertiary

education, cultural

tourism

Need to better understand

relationship and role

between BREP, Marong

Business Park and Marong

townships and where to

locate key uses

There are many opportunities

for BREP associated with its

accessibility (proximity to

Bendigo and Marong

residential growth)

BREP will need to be

delivered in a strategic

manner to support

population growth and

jobs demand

To create or support

the most

employment

opportunities, pitch

the development to

high employment

industries

Zones should allow

for a flexibility of

uses including some

heavier uses more

centrally located in

the precincts

Unique growing

population

base,

intersection of 3

highways

Achieving

population critical

mass is important to

ensure that serivices

and infrastructure is

developed 

The need for

renewable energy

from the site - updating

powerlines, solar farms

in Kerrang area. BREP

is an opportunity for

distribution services 

need to consider

how the staging

of BREP can

support the

development of

Marong.

Regional

hub 

Limited existing

footpaths and

bike paths in

Marong which

cause safety

issues

Need to further understand

the employment catchments

of the precinct and surrounds

as this will impact transport

provisions and movement

network needs

Need to

consider truck

accessibility

and movements

within BREP

Need to consider

alternative

transportation

modes that align

with future

industry needs

Questions raised about

the medium and long-

term need for separation

and integration of road

and rail movements

New freight

connection that

traverses the

BREP could act

as a cataylst for

development

Need to

move freight

out of the

Marong

township

Ease of cycle

and pedestrian

access

separate from

vehicles

discourage

industrial traffic

through

residential areas

(including 2B, 3,

4)

need to plan traffic

infrastructure on

realistic growth

rate/dev timeframe

incl. resi and CDZ

road needs to be

high speed

(bypass), wide

curves (not right

angles) so that it

will be used

delivery of bypass -

does there need to be

development on both

sides north of

wimmera to provide

ability for development

to deliver firrst

carriageway

Capacity issue

with arterial

network (Calder/

Calder

Alternative

meeting point)

How will capacity

issues be

managed in the

meantime of a

bypass being

created

pedestrian

movement

through these

areas need to

be incorporated

additional traffic

between Bendigo

and BREP will impact

on residential traffic

exiting Precincts 3

and 4

the future transport network

needs to address the

constrained capacity of the

existing road netwrok. 

Regional employment activity

from COGB and surropunds

will impact heavily on the

amenity of the township and

tje emerging community.

ow does the railway

addd value to the

precinct itself and

the distribution

network to the north

west of the state?

Proposed

drainage

infrastructure

cannot increase

flows downstream

or offsite

Flora and

Fauna

assessment is

underway -

likely habitat for

native species

Significant

onsite

retention will

be required

for BREP

NCCMA noted

that development

must be setback

30m from top of

bank of any

waterway

Existing flooding

constraints associated

with Bullock Creek.

(Flood modelling to be

completed)

Need to consider

various biodiversity

protections due to the

presence of 2

bioregions 

Isolated patches of

vegetation and corridors of

vegetation along roadways

will require assessment are

present in the precinct

Integrated Water

Management will

be key to solve a

range of water

and drainage

challenges 

Investigate what other

industrial developments

do for water reuse -

what are the possible

uses for storm water

and recycled water in

industrial developments

The type of industry will

determine the likelihood

of recycled production

on site,  Therefore, this

is key to determine the

design of the sewerage

service. 

Opportunity for

providing passive

irrigation for street

trees or to support

existing trees to be

retained

Opportunity to integrate blue/

green corridor. Look at water

as an enabler to create

shadeway links/corridors to

provide "cool route" for

people movement to build a

fabric of  thermal resilience

(work/investigation required

to underpin mapping)

Dainage and water

movement across the

site is l;ikely to involve

the use of Crown land

and green spaces.

careful consideration

of ptotections of these

spaces must be made

Look at creating

and enhancing an

urban ecology

around the

waterway and

floodplain network

opportunity to co-

locate drainage

corridor with bypass

road as a significant

separation/buffer to

residential

Need to ensure

there is a

balance between

innovation and

cost-effective

development.

Reverse amenity

impacts need to

be explored and

managed within

the precinct

Opportunity to

consider

"cleaner"

industrial uses

near residential

areas

Coliban Water noted large

investment is required to

upgrade pipes and treatment

facilities for sewer and

recycled water infrastriture

NBN Co

recommends that a

business fibre zone

is the best

marketable solution

for new businesses

in the precinct

Existing water supply

facilities could pose

limitations to meet the needs

for BREP in addition tot he

Marong Township at full

development.

Need to understand service

needs early to enable

servicing providers and

authorities to factor required

works into their programs

and budgets

BREP needs to be

considered holistically in

relation to timing to ensure

infrastructure can be funded

in line with development

needs.

There are opportunities to

provide state-of-the-art

facilities to meet the needs

of manufacturing and

businesses of the future.

Think what will be

common in 20 years

- energy storage

using hydrogen and

electrified transport

Precinct needs to

stay contained in the

area that has been

allocated to protect

values of

surrounding land

uses

The type of industry/

jobs/customers will

affect the water and

sewer services

Electric

vehicle

charging

Should establish

strong design

guidelines given

this will be

developed from

the ground up

need to protect

agricultural and

Pastoral

production in

neighbouring

landscape

There needs to

be a scaled

approach to

enable

innovative uses 

having the capacity to

offer localised

industrial; needs will

help develop

innovative and new

indurstirs into the area.

Opportunity to integrate

the alignment of the

bypass road with the

drainage reserve to

provide a buffer

between employment

precinct and residential

precinct

Needs to have a

point of difference

and a having a

strong sustinability

focus provides this

difference

Dja Dja Wurrung

will play a

critical role in

planning for

BREP

Input from a Colonial

Heritage perspective

is required as

Wilsons Hill

Bushland Reserve

has a history of

mining

Need for ongoing

engagement with community

and key stakeholders as

BREP will shape the future of

the town and surrounding

areas

Marong Community

Action Group noted

residents want a

country town feel

and ongoing

maintenance of trees

Economic development

opportunities to support

future jobs

Create a safe and

sustainable movement and

transport network

Manage water and

drainage needs and

enhance biodiversity

Ensure an appropriate and

sustainable framework for

future development 

Respect and enhance the

existing character,

landscape and heritage

values.

Structure the plan in

the way to get jobs

going. Is that also

population driven by

residential

subdivision closer to

Marong?

Staging

considerations

 are key

Themes are

captured

well

Regional employment

precinct should be

the focus. Can cater

for Loddon and Mt

Alexander

(Campaspe Region)

populations

Utilise the

supply of

stormwater

and

floodplain 

Need to

consider

organic

expansion of

Marong 

Flexibility needs

to go beyond

space, needs to

consider time

as well

Staging and delivery

of services in a way

that supports the

gowth of the

townshiop will be

important.

Opportunity to

ude vegetated

roads as

buffers to the

precinct

potential to close

northern leg of calder/

calder alt intersection

with signalisation to

increase interim

capacity before bypass

complete 

disagree that the

bypass is beyond

the scope of the

psp. it is critical to

ensuring that BREP

and marong can

function

Categorise each idea by dragging and dropping the icons into the sticky notes on the left.

Think about how each idea can be implemented 

STEP

ACTIVITY #1B 

Written Guidance

Example: zoning or overlay requirements, design

guidelines, PSP requirements or guidelines 

How do we make it happen?

Additional Work Required

Items that require further technical work or

investigation as part of the PSP process

Beyond the PSP

This can include tools or processes outside of the PSP

process

Example: Marong Township Structure Plan, Marong

Western Freight Corridor Alignment outside of the

precinct, local policy, stakeholder agreements,

governance arrangements, S173 Agreements, future

business cases

Spatial Guidance

Example: plans, diagrams and figures that will be

included in the PSP or supporting documentation

(10 mins for Activity #1B)

ROOM 3

Facilitator: Emily Killin

Scribe: Fiona Koutsivos

BREP

Vision and Purpose

Workshop

Need to

consider

footpaths for

complimentary

 uses

ACTIVITY #2A - Issues and Challenges (15min)

Reference Plans:

Drainage

Regional Context

Transport

Reference Plans:

Interface in NE

corner )idenitifed

resi) - sensitive

interface could

colocate waterway

corridor

ACTIVITY #2B - Opportunities and Innovations (15min)

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Issues and Constraints.pdf

Key Questions to Consider:

What interface considerations need to be provided to protect the surrounding sensitive areas from potential adverse impacts of the BREP?

What active transport opportunities are there to connect into Marong Township?

How can the BREP support alternative forms of transport (cycling, walking)?  

Are there any options for public transport? How will workers travel to the precinct?

How valuable is open space in an employment precinct?

What are the known drainage issues in this area?

What are the known utilities issues in this area?

Key Questions to Consider:

What complimentary uses should be provided in the precinct (retail, childcare, cafe, service centres, gyms etc) to attract employers and employees?

Should the BREP incorporate any community spaces? What should these look like?

What are the spatial requirements that BREP can provide to support future businesses?

How should culutral and historic heritage values be incorporated into the precinct?

What are the important landscape features that need to be incorporated into the precinct?

PDF BREP - Pitching Session - Opportunities and Innovations.pdf

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the issues and challenges

Use the sticky notes, ticks and arrows to provide

comments to the opportunities and innovations

Existing Planning Zones

Existing Planning Overlays

close northern

leg to increase

capacity and

reduce BREP

truck impacts on

resi areas

Potentially provide an

alternate water supply

to the downstream

Wilson's Hill channel

customers and close

the channel.  It may be

more economic to do

this

Protection of

existing

vegetation in

precinct for

amenity

down grading the

calder alt to a local

connector as it

approaches the

township will help. but

need to get trucks and

heavy vehicles out of

the township

Getting trucks

out of Marong

and this

intersection

planning for the

utilisation of creek

corridors for walking

and cycling from the

township and to and

from the future

residential areas

Interface in NE corner

(identified residential area) -

sensitive interface could

colocate potential bypass

road with waterway corridor

which would provide

around a 100m buffer

between employment use

and residential use

Sewerage services for

Marong are currently at

capacity. Need to consider

if the sewer from the

development connects to

the town system and

therefore is treated at

Epsom, or the development

has its own treatment and

recycled water facility

Wilsons Hill is an irrigation

supply channel. Wouldnt

play a role in Floodplain

management. Will this be

decommissioned? Needs

to be thought of

differently compared to

the east waterway

Unnamed

tributary

management

is key

Importance of

considering

existing

residents

Need to consider the

drainage outfall to

the north to service

the BREP.

Negotiation with d/s

landowners and

potential aquisition?

this is only the

current township,

does the plan

need to capture

future growth

Importance of

trees through

pedestrian/cyclists

to enourage take

up over warmer

months

Shared paths

linking to the

overarching

network

More water

storage is

required

here

Capture

storm water

for reuse

Pedestrian/bike

links from station/

town/BREP and

within precinct

itself

Plan for buses.

Currently no public

transport in

Marong. Potential

for trains to come

back onlne

Provide an opportunity

for a lunch time run or

walk for people

working in the facility -

this will be a point of

difference against

other industrial

developments

Capture

storm water

for open

space

watering

Should look at the

Craigieburn North

PSP that had a vairety

of commercial and

industrial uses and

how it was distributed

throughout the psp.

can dams be

incorporated

for drainage

or

landscpaing

including some fine grain

industrial/commercial

subdivision close to the

edges of town (ie outside

of a residential 2A) will

support the provision of

locall driven deamnd for

community type uses.

Opportunity at

Malone Park for a

gym/child care

facility. There are

 opportunities

outside the precinct

for some facilities

close northern

leg to increase

capacity and

reduce BREP

truck impacts on

resi areas

Regional hydrogen

production facility

to support Calder

Corridor transport

or enegy storage

there is alot of open space in

Marong already. If there is a

drainage corridor there is an

opportunity for linear parks

which could cater to workers

using these at lunchtime. You

dont need playgrounds. Need

to consider safety when

designing linear parks.

Surveillance on the footpath by

co-locating roads 

In some industrial areas,

there are traffic reports for

dance schools, breweries,

gyms etc. It would be

good if these uses that

can serve the Marong

community can be

catered for and away from

heavy industrial

VHI site - is there a

potential to consider

as part of the design

as there is a pocket

of vegetation around

that area too

Utilities 

Need to understand the

impacts of the water

changes on the water

table (water table

mound? and salinity) on

the area and the

surrounding pastoral

and agricultural activities

Water drains

to the north

How is the BMO going

to be managed within

the precinct without

requiring fire hazard

management works on

the conservation or

bushland reserves?

Outfall will need to

be achieved. How

can that be

facilitated

downstrem

(acquisition

challenges)

The capacity of exising

services. Trunk

infrastructure needs to

come from the east.

There is a need to

upgrade some of that

infrastructure

Large trunk

infrastructure is

currently under

upgrades. Some

tanks are

required. 

Sewer is currently at

capacity. Coliban is about

to update. Negotiated with

COGB that Coliban will

update for residential

growth but will allow the

capacity of that sewer

infrastructure to be used for

BREP up until residential

growth requires it

Potential to close

Wilsons Hill but

suppliers further

south would

require supply

Potential to

provide

alternative supply

here and it might

be cheaper

Opportunity to

provide social

services

(childcarte; gym

etc.) on Malone

Park

As the site may have

a large amount of

hard surfaces and

roof, shading the

precinct should be a

key design element

to be included.

Industrial

areas dont

normally have

footpaths

Need to carefully consider

how the facilities are

integrated in to the town.

We don't want to create two

towns with competing

facilities - eg cafes and

other shops.  Ask the

community how they would

like this potential issue be

mitigated.

Provide

controlled

access to these

forested areas

for workers
design elements

and vegetated

buffers need to

be combined

rather than

seperated

Unnamed area

WORKSHOP STRUCTURE

Introductions 

Activity #2

Icebreaker activity 

Breakout rooms

Report back 

Finish  

Break 

Next steps 

Activity #1 

Breakout rooms

Ensure that the precinct has

appropriate buffers - noise,

traffic amenity. Needs to be

done in a sensitive way (avoid

concrete walls). Country towns

have amenities that people

need, support social fabric of

the town (school, pub etc),

These existing social services

need to be enhanced

BREP will

take away

the country

town feeling

Ensure that

the BREP

looks nice as

well/amenity

considerations

Use existing vegetated

roads as buffers - look

at other jurisdictions

and townships to

understand amenity

(eg Broken Hill, Alice

Springs)
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Appendix 2 Mentimeter questions and responses

Which key sustainabilitv focus 
area resonates with you the most? 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

Climate Resilience - High quality built 
environment that manages impacts of climate 
change 

Leadership and Governance - Precinct 
management/monitoring body to deliver zero 
carbon, circular economy outcomes etc. 

Zero Carbon - Renewables, reduced carbon 
emissions, Low emission transport 

Circular Economy -Reuse and regeneration of 
materials and waste, by-product conversion 

1-' Mentimeter 

• -
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1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

L4 Mentimeter 

Ensure the delivery of future development is well
planned, staged, funded, environmentally sustainable 
and well-serviced 

Opportunities for economic development including 
employment and industrial land uses that will support 
new industry and jobs of the future 

Create a movement and transport network that 
connects people, services, and goods safely and 
sustainability 

Manage water and drainage needs and enhancing 
biodiversity 

Protect and enhance, the existing character, 
landscape and heritage values of the area 

• -

Rank the emerging themes
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How important are these factors to unlocking the precinct? 

4-J 
C 

Flexible land use zoning 

Servicing/Infrastructure upgrades 

0 -e Attracting investment 
0 
0.. 
..S Subdivision variety 
4-J 
0 ----------3.2 
z 

Worker amenity 
---------------.3.6 

Integration with the Marong Township 

4-J 
C 

4-J 
i.... 
0 
0.. 
E -
i.... 

� 

L4 Mentimeter 

m • -
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Reflecting upon the conversation today, what do 
you see as the biggest opportunity for BREP? 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

6th 

Medium to long term local jobs creation 

Attracting new industry to Bendigo 

Improving transport network function and 
truck movements in and around Marong 

Improving utility services and infrastructure 
in the area 

Delivering a new benchmark for sustainable 
development 

Improved amenities and services in Marong 

l4 Mentimeter 

• -
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What do you consider the biggest 
challenge facing delivery of the BREP?

l4 Mentimeter 

1st 

2nd 

3rd 

4th 

5th 

Delivery of key infrastructure require to unlock 
the precinct i.e. transport and utilities 

Managing potential interface challenges with 
the existing and proposed residential area of 
Marong and Wilsons Hill Reserve 

Delivering water and drainage infrastructure 
solutions 

Delivering a plan that is flexible enough to cater 
for changing market needs into the medium to 
long term 

Delivering high amenity outcomes in an 
employment precinct i.e., landscaping, building 
design, street design, walking and cycling 

• -
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